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The Guidance Function 
of the 
Homeroom Activity Program in the Junior High School 
CHAPTER I. 
Guidance Defined 
The word n guidance" has been appearing in ·educntional 
mag a zines and textbooks for over twenty years. Early ex-
periments in guidance were ma de e lmost simultaneously by e d -
. . 
ucationa l le aders in Boston, Grand Rapids, and several other 
cities. The movement h as h ad a r api d. growth throughout the 
country since the National Vocational Guidance Association was 
founded in 1913. However, there still rema ins a certain vague-
ne s s about the term which leads to a misunderstanding of its 
exact meaning on the part of the educators themselves as well 
a s on that of the general public. 
One of the very e arliest books which was written on the 
subject of guidance defined it as follows: 
"Guidance means the pupil's better understanding 
of his own char acter; it means an awakening of the moral 
consciousness th a t will lead him to emulate the char a cte r 
of the good and grea t who h ave gone before; it means a 
conception · or himself as a social being in some future 
occupation, B.nd from this viewpoint, the appreciation of 
his d.uty and obliga tion toward his busines s a ssociates, 
toward his neighbors, a.nd toward t h e l aw." 1. 
I 1. J. B. Davis, "Voca tional and Moral Guidance", p. 18 . 
1. 
11 
l 
In a rr-J cent bulletin this sta tement concerning guidance 
is found: 
"Throughout the bulletin the term guidance is used 
in the broa dest sen s e, n amely the a ct of lea ding or dir-
ecting through counsel a nd a dvice. The fulfillment of 
the frmction of guidance is predica ted on t wo facts: 
(1) Knowl edg e of the individual concerned; and (2) The 
willingness of the individual to seek for self-discovery 
a long lines indica_ted by the c0unsellor or guide." 1. 
Another sta tement concerning the n a ture of guidance is 
found in the following pass a ge which gives a broad interpre-
t a. tion to the term: 
"Guidance h a s come to be regarded as a highly 
significant term in recent educational thought. Briefly 
define d, it is the conscious attempt on the part of in-
structors to dir ect t h e Hctivities of pu pils towHr d def-
inite, worthy objectives . Neithe r is it strictly s peaking 
new, since able and d evoted te a che rs alive to the respon-
sibilities of their profes s ion h a ve ever served Hs coun-
s ellors a nd guides rath er than a s mere instructors. But 
what i s new in rega rd to the guidan ce element in t eaching 
is the thought lying b a ck of the word 'conscious' in our 
definition, the thought tha t guidance may be definitely 
focused upon a s a dis tinct pedagogic a i m; t h e idea tha t 
the work may be organized in such a way that its ac comp-
lishme nt ma y not be l e ft to chance, not to the zeal of a 
devoted few, but shall be delibera tely plt:mned for and 
delega ted to e ntire teaching bodies ." 2. 
The re are people who feel that the te r ms e duca tion a nd 
guidance a re synonomous . With tha t conception of the word, 
it would appe a r tha t a ny sub ject that t h e child pursued, 
whethe r it were La tin or civics, would be a part of t h e guid-
1. "Guidance in Secondary School s" , Bul l et i n of National 
As s ocia tion of Secondary School Principa ls. No. 19 
(Janua ry, 1928) p. 5 . 
2. E. V. (Th oma s) Tynda 1 r:nd J.D. Myers, "Junior High 
School Life 11 , p. 11. 
2. 
1 
ance program. In a recent book, the author takes the stand 
that true education means guidance. However, he apparently 
does not consider the present curriculum a s a tisfactory in-
strument for such an education, for he says that the best way 
to approach guidance is by a direct attack with a curriculum 
of activities and guidance designed to give children the op-
portunity to learn living in the laboratory of life. Ideally, 
he would not include in his program any subject tha t could not 
be ~justified in guidance for living. 
Ther~ are, on the othe r hand, many people who are unable 
to extend their concept ion of guidance beyond the assisb:mce 
given to pupils in the choice of their vocations, which was 
the first definite wo rk tha t was done in the guidance field. 
These people are so enthusiastic over that side of the work 
that they are apt to give the impression that this is the 
type of guidance which requires the most attention. Others 
consider tha t, if they offer a course in "vocationa l civics", 
they are giving adequate attention to guidance. 
Such divergent opinions have given rise to several schools 
of thought. One of these ma intains that guidance is such a 
specia lized matter that only thos~ who have been trained by a 
long and intensive course in guidance to be specialists should 
be a llowed to take p art in any way in the guidance of youth. I 
1. J. M. Brewer, 11 Educ e tion As Guidance", pp. 2-3. 
3. 
an articl e describing the s ys tem in Providence is a s tatement 1 
tha t says tha t the technical cha r a cter of the functions of 
guidance requires the selection of persons with special train-
ing and personal qualifications for the work. 
A similar idea is expressed in the following words: 
111Nhether the emphasis is placed on the vocational, 
educ ational, or personal aspects of guidance~ certa in 
schools have co nceived of the activities of counseling 
and guidance as involving knowledge and tecbnica.l skill 
beyond tha t posse s sed by the te acher and adminis tra tive 
officer. Such schools regard gu idance as an act of skill 
which requires fo~ its suc ces s ful execution tra ining of 
a technical cha r acter. Accordingly, in t hese school s. 
gu idance becomes the responsibility of the specialist: 
who may be developed from the sta ff for the specific pur-
pose.11 2 
Another theory is tha t, a lthough there is a very definite 
pl ace for the specialist in the field, mos t of the work must, 
of necessity, be done by functionaries less i n tensely tra i ned, 
but mor e closely in touch with the pupils that they must ad-
vise. This s chool h a s very often placed the guidance function 
in the hands of the homeroom tea cher. · This is evidenced by 
the follo wing : 
"The foundations of all guidance within the school 
are found in the homeroom organization. tt 3. 
Leona rd V. Koos, who h as given much conside r a tion to the 
subject of gtiidance, says: 
11 An accept able concept of gu idance h as two main 
1. W. c. Re avis, "Progr ams of Guidance" , Chap. 6, Ca se Report 
on Providence, by R. D. Allen, p. 62. 
2. Ibid., p. 1~ 
3 . "Guidance in Secondary Schools 11 , Bulletin of Na tiona 1 Ass o-
ciation of Secondary School Principals, No. 19, p. 16. 
4. 
I 
phases : (1) the distributive and (2) the ad j ustive . In 
discharging the former phase , we aim to distribute youth 
as effectively as possible to educational and vocationel 
opportunities , that is , to sub jects (or courses) , curric -
ula , extra-curricular activities, (which may be thought 
of as expansions of the curriculum ) , school s , higher in-
st i tut ions , and vocations . In the second phase we help 
the individual to ma ke the optimal adjustment to edu-
cational a.11.d vocational situat i ons . Hutson has put it 
well when he says , fAd j ustment perta ins to those act iv-
i ties by whi ch the scnool removes i mpediments to the 
pupil's optimum progress i n educational and vocational 
situations or pr events the origin of such impediment s ' . 
The two phases of distribution and adjustment are c om-
plementary . They also bear r e ciprocal re l ations to e a ch 
other as when a recommended change of subject~ in a pupil ' ~ 
program dispels a malad justme nt or when stimulat ion of th€ 
pupil to better performance (through adjustive efforts of 
guidance worke rs) in a particular subject f i eld remove s 
an obstacle to the pupil ' s admiss ion to a particular cur-
riculum . 11 1 
Perhaps guidance is more easily understood if its object-
ives are considered . Nearly every book or article of any 
length on the subj ect of guidance makes it a . poin t to give 
wha t the author considers the real purpose of that educat i onal 
work . They vary , of course , in some particulars but they all 
seem to have as their ma in point , howeve r they may word i t , 
the thought of helping and guiding t h e youth of the school. 
In th-e i:!'ltroduction to a recent bool{ on guidance is found a 
sta tement that is worth noting: 
" Guidance has certain very signif icant contril"mtions 
to make to the major objectives of the secondary school . 
(1) It aims to give students an understanding of the so-
cial , recreational , health, and vocational activities in 
which they par ticipate at present and in wh i ch they will 
1 . L . V. Koos , "The Interpr etation of Gu.idance", Junior-
~ enior High School Cle aring House , VIII , No . 8 (September , 
1933) , p . 8. 
continue t o part icipate after leaving school , and of the 
need of education preparatory to such participation. (2) 
It aims to help students to discover interests and to form 
accurate judgments relative to the extent of their abil -
ities in different types of activities . (3 ) It r-cim s to 
acquaint students with the schools, cour se and other ed- I 
ucat ional provisions that best prepare for such activities 
(4) It aims to help students to select the activities in 1 
life in wh ich they will participate and in which there is 
large promise of succes s an d happiness for them. (5) It I 
· a ims to help students in planning an educational program 
that will best prepare them for their chosen activities . 
(6) It aims also to f ac ilitate adjustment of students in 
their activities in and out of school so that they will 
attain maximum achievment and happiness and not be dis-
turbed by socia l and personal adjustments . (7) It should 
make some contribution to the general improvement of ed-
1 
ucation by defining the educ ational needs of individuals , 
since the knowledge of the individual obtained by the 
service will be available also to the teacher, supervisor, I 
and ad..ministrator. 11 1 
After considering the different points of view of guidance 
it is necessary to determine whether any of these will be a ccep ' -
able for the purpose s of this paper . The idea that all educa-
tion is guidance is too broad a term, ·for, if it were accepted) 
i t would eliminate the need of a homeroom activity period in 
which to carry on guidance . With such a concept ion of guidance 
every period of the day would be a guidance period. On the 
other hand , the idea that a specialist is needed to carry on 
I 
al~ 
phases of gu i dance would prevent most s chools from h aving guid-
ance to any appreciable extent for few schools could afford to 
employ apecialists to attend to all the matters of guidance 
that can be a part of the homeroom guidance work . 
1 . .H. . D. Allen, "Conunon Problems in Group Guidance 11 , pp .XVIII-
XIX . 
6. 
· The concept of guidance which has been adopted ·. for this 
paper is that guidance is wise counsel and advice given to 
pupils to aid them in solving their problems whether they are 
of the present or the future, or whether they are of an ed-
ucational, vocational, social, civic, or personal nature. This 
definition does not eliminate the use of a specialist, nor does 
it make it impossible for such guidance to be given in the home 
room by the wise and sympathetic teacher. 
7. 
CHAPTER II. 
The Responsibility of the Junior High School 
for the Guidance of Its Pupils 
A. Historical Background of the Junior High School 
To understand why a great amount of stress is being placed 
on the responsibility of the junior high school for the guidanc 
of its pupils, it is necessary to understand the school itself. 
To do this it is wise to go back briefly into the history of 
education in the United States. 
The early settlers of New England were particularly desir-
ous of keeping alive the spark of education that they had brou~t 
with them to this country. Early in the life of the colony the l 
established Harvard College for the purpose of perpetuating 
learning and irisuring an educated ministry for the churches 
a fter their ministers who h ad come with them should have passed 
away . This college wa.s founded in the year 1636 with the ex-
press purpose of preparing boys for the ministry . 
B . Growth of Secondary Education 
In order to prepare for Harvard, Latin grammar schools , 
based on similar schools in England, began to appear through-
out the Nevv England colonies. The first one appeared in Boston 
the year before the founding of Harvard College . One author sa s 
in discussing the early educational system: 
"The main purpose of the Latin grammar schools of 
8 . 
t he American colonies was to prepare pupils for admission 
to college . In the early days the . colleges were purely 
professional schools, gradu a ting men into the ministry. 11 1 
As the Latin grammar school ' s one and only purpose was 
preparing for Harvard College , its course of study had to be 
based on what that college prescribed. The entrance require-
ments for Harvard called for the completion of a typical 
English Latin gr ammar school . Laws for that college drawn up 
in 1734, almost a hundred years after the founding , contained 
the following prescription: 
"V!Jhoever upon examination by the President, and two 
at least of the Tutors , shall be found able extempore to 
read , construe , e.nd parse Tully, Virgil , or such like 
common classical authors , and to write true Latin in prose 
and to be skilled in Latin verse , or at least in the rules 
of Prosodia , and to read , construe, and parse ordinary 
Greek, as in the New Testament, Isocrates , or such like , 
9 . 
and decline the paradigms of Gr eek nouns and verbs , having 
withal good testimony of his blameless behavior shall be 
looked upon as qualified for admission into Harvard Colleg9" 2 
Such a prescription very .definitely set the course of 
study that it wa s necessary to pursue in these schools. There 
were practic ally no choices to be made . The boy was considered 
to have made up his mind before he entered the school , what his 
career was to be. His problem was to fulfill successfully the 
rigid ~cholastic requirements of the secondary and co l lege 
courses . 
1 ~ 
2 . 
H. G 
E . E 
Lull , "Secondary Education" , p . 7 , 
Brovm, "The Making of Ou r Middle Schools ", pp . 128-
129 . 
"The curriculum of the Latin grammar schools was 
composed, almost exclusively, of Latin and Greek, lin-
guistically, formally and technically tre ated . Those 
who dropped out of the race before graduating from col-
lege had toiled to a high degree in vain. There were no 
side exits into life from this Latin grammar school-col-
lege system." 1 · 
In c olonial America, the Latin grammar school preparing 
for college continued to be the typical secondary school 
throughout the eighteenth century; but after the seventeenth 
century its continued maintenance was something of a struggle. 
A movement was on foot, particularly in the southern colonies, 
to teach more practical subjects. 
The answer "to this request came about the middle of the 
eight eenth century with the founding of the distinctly American 
a cademy, with a more practical curriculum. This curriculum 
often contained such subjects as English, writing, arithmetic, 
music, spelling, geometry, logic, and geography. Though Latin 
and Greek were retained, a large amount of attention was given 
to these more practical subjects. Although the academy did 
not st art with the preparatory aim in mind, it was not long, 
in many cases, before it was taking over the work of the Latil1 
grammar school and being greatly influenced in its work by the 
colleges. 
However, the academy did not completely meet the needs of 
the country. Both the academy and the school that preceded it 
were carried on mainly to serve the upper class in the towns. 
Around 1820 there became evident a demand for an educat ional 
1. H. u. :Cull, op. cit.J p. 7. 
10. 
institution which would provide secondary school instruction 
for the poor, as well as for the rich. This was the result 
of a more aggressive type of democracy that was ready, by 
cooperative effort,to provide something for itself rather than 
to depend on the academies which might be established by phil-
anthropic individuals who were interested in education. This 
led to the establishment of the free high schools . The first 
high school in the United States was the English High School 
of Boston, established in 1821. 
At first the early high school's course of study was sim-
ilar to that of the English department of the academies . Later 
as the ac.ademy had done , it took over the preparatory function 
of the earlier schools. Some small high schools , that wished 
to prepare their pupils for college, and that had neither the 
means nor equipment for more than one course, concentrated on 
the preparatory course to the extent that everyone pursued the 
same course . 
The rapid growth in the population of the United States 
since 1890, due to the great influx of foreigners, has not only 
made great changes in the country as a whole but has made very 
noticeable alterations in its educational system . This has 
been most evident in the field of secondary education . The 
rapid growth of the cities in which a l arge number of these 
11. 
people congregated helped to bring about the tendency to con-
struct huge high schools in which were taught literally thou-
sands of children. These institutions were almost as imper-
sonal in their dealings with the pupils as the factories in 
which many of their parents worked . These facts brought about 
a condition of affairs that often caused the pupils to feel 
lost in the complexity of the institutions which they attended •1 
The fact that the country was rapidly increasing in pop-
ulation, particulRrly in the Urban sections did not entirely 
account for the great increase in high school attendance. A 
growing public sentiment in favor of secondary education seemed 
to be a force that was sending to the high school pupils of a 
type who formerly would not have considered it necessary to 
go beyond the elementary school. The following paragraph 
c omments on the rapid growth of the high school: 
"The rate of increase in public-high-school enroll-
ment during the last three decades, nearly twenty times 
as great as the rate of incre a se of the total population, 
is evidence of growing success in the effort of the Amer-
ican people ·to universalize secondary educational oppor-
tunities." 1 
The universalization of secondary educe.tion has brought 
other problems besides those directly due to increase in num-
bers. The heterogenous character of the population, due to 
i mmigra t .ion from such a large number of countries , . has caused 
problems never before encountered by any nation. It l1as 
1. E. W. Knight , "Education in the United States", p. 389. 
12. 
brought together pupils with such varying backgrounds , not 
only in t h e matter of woi•dly go ods , but also in nationality , 
customs , and social conditions , th ~ t the ir present an d future 
needs have presented problems that have been difficult to 
solve in the ordinary secondary school . 
Another r e sult of the universalization of secondary ed-
ucation has been to bring into the high school pupils of widely 
varying interests and abilities, many of whom were very inad-
equately served by the traditional courses . This fact has led 
to an attempt to provide educat ion of a · type that would meet 
the nee ds of the newer type of secondary school pupils. 
The larger schools , as time has gone on , have developed 
several courses , some of which are of a decidedly vocational 
n ature . While this is , in ma ny ways , a great advantage, it 
has made a problem for pupils who are starting high school 
that neither they nor their parents are able to solve in a 
satisfactory m8nner . It is a problem that too often is solved 
by the tria l ~nd error method a nd often ends by the secondary 
course being cut short because of a poor choice of course , or 
rendered ineffective by a smattering of sub j ects which could 
be taken with the least effort . Th i s difficulty has given 
rise to the guidance movement, whi ch f or the pas t t wenty years 
has been endeavoring t o remedy the defect which has appeared 
in secondary education . 
13 . 
2. The Growth of the Elementary School 
Having tra ced the secondary school from its simple begin-
nin gs to the point where its pre sent variety of courses makes 
guidance a necessity , it is well to go back and find what has 
been its relation to the elementa~y education . 
The earliest education that children secured was in the 
home where the parents were supposed to teach the children 
reading, writing, and the common branches. Sometimes this 
work was carried on in the Dame's School , taught by some 
woman of the neighborhood . It was a very primitive type of 
instruction, using as texts the Bible and whatever other books 
the pupils possessed. This was sometimes followed by the 
I 
I 
i 
I 
!. 
I 
I 
master's school , which was held for a few months in the winter .1 
Later , in the smaller places at least , district schools were 
held , which had in them pupils of all ages studying all sub-
jects that a single teacher felt that he could teach . There 
was little system in the work , as the teachers moved from 
place to place and the children attended when it was possible 
to spare them from the tasks at home. 
As time went on , the work became more standardized and a 
system of eight , and sometimes nine grades, finally evolved. 
This was to a large extent dominated by the normal schools , 
and was not in many instances closely correlated wi th the 
work that was to follow . This lack of correlation led many 
I 
! 
I 
14 . 
of the children to look upon the work of the high school as 
something strange and new that they might have great diffi-
culty in me.stering. Unless they were particularly good student 
or had the encouragement from home they were not apt to attempt 
the high school. 
Very often children were not urged to continue beyond the 
elementary school. Unless they wished to attend some college, 
it was considered almost a waste of time and money to pursue 
the high school course, which to all intents and pui'poses was 
a college preparatory coui'se. 
In addition to the lack of correlation between the work 
of the two schools , there was little administrative coordinatio • 
Very often the superintendent of schools had no authority over 
the high school. Cooperation between the two schools was so 
lacking that the child who had successfully completed the el -
ementary wo rk was not promoted t o the high school as a matter 
of course, but was usually obliged to undergo the OI'deal of an 
exB.min at ion over his elementary work . Upon the success of this 
examination set by the high school rested his chance of pur-
suing his work in that institution. Progress from one school 
to the other was not an easy, normal , upward step, but a chasm 
that had to be bridged with difficulty . These facts had a 
tendency to make the eighth grade a stopping point in many an 
educational career that should have continued several years 
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longer . 
It was not until the beginning of the present century 
that the grades became ver y mu ch a f fecte d by the aims and 
practices of the school above. The enric~ment of the grammar 
grades, the introduction of the high school branches into 
these grades , the modification of the existing branches to 
meet the high school needs , the departmentalization of sub -
jects, and the organization of the junior high school have all 
been attempts to bridge the gap that existed between the grade 
and the high school 
3 . The Appearance of the Junior High School 
The real articulation of the secondary and elementary 
systems came when the first junior high schools of the three 
year type were established over twenty years ago in Berkeley, 
California , and Columbus , Ohio . This marked the beginning of 
the so - called " six- three-three " plan . The two uppei• grades 
of the grade school , the seventh and eighth, were c ombined 
with the lowest grade of the high school , the ninth or first 
year . This plan was to form an entirely new educational unit 
to bridge the gap between the two older forms. 
Unde r this newer system, the elementary school composed 
of the grades f rom one to six teaches its pupils in grade 
groups that remain the same from the be ginning to the end of 
the day under one teacher who has the assistance of certain 
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special teachers who teach music and art in the larger systems. 
The primary duty of these grades is to give the children a 
good foundation · in those subjects that are considered the 
minimum essentials of an education. 
At the other end of the system in t h e senior high school, 
or grades ten to twelve, the pupils are divided into curric-
ulum groups in accordance with the program that they have 
elected to pursue. In this type of school, the pupils have a 
large number of te a chers and often find themselves in many 
different groups of pupils. The methods of instruction that 
a re employed in senior high school, as well as the subjects 
that a~e studied, are so radically different from those of the 
elementary school that the pupils are apt to feel overv1helmed 
by the newne·ss of the situation. The freedom that the pupils 
have in the unsupervised use of their study periods is a con-
dition to which they find it difficult to adapt themselves in 
a profitable manner . The old eight-four plan produced these 
difficult propositions for the pupils to face without doing 
anything to help them to adjust themselves to these new sit-
uations. 
The new junior high plan of the grades seven to nine 
endeavors to make the change gradually in the period between 
the elementary and senior high schools. A pupil's transition 
from one to several teachers does not come all at once when 
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he leaves the sixth grade and enters the seventh, but by 
degrees through the three years. The school studies the child 
as a potential citizen. It r e cognizes the fact that children 
a re not all alike and that there is a need for them to explore 
the possibilities of their interests and abilities. It also 
realizes that while they should have ample opportunities to 
do this, it should not be an aimless sampling with nothing but 
v a riety in view. This exploratory work should be done under 
guidance so that the pupil may from his experience in try-out 
course s of a commercial, industrial , and academic nature be 
a.ble to make an intelligent choice of the curPiculum that he 
may wish to follow in senior high school, or the work that he 
may wish to secure if he is forced to leave school. This 
should prevent a large amount of waste that occurs from the 
changing. of courses in senior high school, and ha.s the a.dded 
advantage of giving all children a chance to explore the dif-
ferent lines of study without loss of time and ef:fort. 
~hen the junior high school was being advocated as one of 
the necessary pa rts of the educational system, its proponents 
particularly stressed guidance as one of its most essential 
functions. Both the educators and the people felt that this 
was an educational development well worth sponsoring. The 
rapid growth in the number of junior high schools throughout 
the land gives evidence of the confidence that has been placed 
in it. 
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Now that the system has been so widely accepted , it seems 
almost traitorous not to give guidance a.ll the attention that 
has been promised . If guidanc e in the junior high school is 
a necessity, and not one of the frills and fads that are re-
ceivin g the condemnatiqn of all those who are trying to stem 
the tide of ever increasing educational ~osts , its advocates 
need to bring forth conclusive arguments for its need and valu 
so that it will not be temporarily , if not permanently, dis -
carded by those who feel that everything except the tool sub-
jects is only an unnecessary added expense. 
B. The Need of Guidance in the Junior High School 
There is today a very great need for guidanee. in education 
particularly at the age represente.d by the junior h i gh school 
pupil. This school period comes at a time when life with all 
its perplexities is being revealed. It is a complex life , 
with much to puzzle , frighten , and confuse the pupil. He is 
in constant need of a guide , although he often does not realiz 
it . 
In addi tion to the fact that the s econdary school has 
become so varied in its offerings that there is need of guid-
ance in choosing wisely a~ong them, thGre are other conditions 
that have arisen, which force upon the junior high school stil 
greater guidance tasks . 
1. Economic and Social Changes 
The present economic conditions of the countr•y have cause 
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a much greater number of pupils to at tend both the senior 
and junior high schools than have ever attended before . M:any 
are there who have no desire to be longer at their studies , 
but there is nothing else for them to do . A large number of 
them are not adapted to the work of the regular courses of 
the high school or even of the junior high school. Therefoi'e, 
courses must be arranged which are adapted to them, and they 
·must be guided to take the work which will best fit them to 
become good citizens . 
A pi'oblem that has its roots further back in the past is 
also due to changing economic conditions . The home in earlier 
days under many conditions was a vocational unit of society . 
Often an industry of a primitive type was carried on in the 
home itself.- If i t were not actually done in the h ome , it was 
located near by i n the smal l shop or store or on the farm of 
the· father . Under such conditions) first hand knowledge of the 
father' s . R.nd often of the ne ighbor ' s trade , was easily ac-
quired through observation i f not through actual participat ion 
i n some of the minor tasks . This was a guidance service , un-
organized of course , which has l argely d isappeared now that 
most of the manuf a cturing has been transferred to large in-
dustrial plants far removed from the keen observation of the 
child. Since the children have been depri•ved of that type of 
guidance it becomes necessary that something take its place . 
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The junior high school , where the firs t specialization often 
begins , seems ·to be the logical place to give guidance of an 
educational and voc ational n a ture. The pupils need to have 
revealed to them not only the presen t bt'-.t the futur-e value of 
the courses in that and higher schools . 
Formerly, the home, among many other things , was the 
cente r of the social life and social education of the family . 
I t was here that not only the children and older people spent 
their leisure time , but the young people, as well , carried on 
most of their socia.l activities, either under their ovm home 
surroundings or under those of their friends. With the as-
sembling of large numbers of people in the cities of the land 
and the diminishing in the size of the home , the last men tioned! 
have looked elsewhere for their socie.l amusements . In many 
cases this h a s been merely following the example set for them 
by t heir elders who have found most of their social life out-
side their homes . In this way the home has l ost many oppor-
tunitie s to be a constructive force in this type of guidance 
of youth. Too often social guidance has been in the hands of 
the moving pictures and other commercialized forms of pleasure 
It is evident that the junior high comes at a time when it can 
do much to direct those under its care in the r i ght paths of 
recreation. 
The church was another vital factor to be considered in 
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the educa.tion of almost every child in the community . Al -
though the church today is exerting every effort to aid in the 
education of its young people, and in many cases is doing a 
work far superior in quality to its earlier efforts, it is 
unable to reach a large part of them be.cause of the fact that 
there are so many families of which the parents themselves·do 
not affiliate with any church and do not encourage their 
children to do so . Hence, the children of these families have 
no religious training ~ in the home , and are often beyond the 
direct teaching of the church . Even in the case of those who 
receive religious training in their churches , unless there is 
a sincere interest in their homes they are apt to drift away 
from the church classes at the junior high school age. The 
competition of the world is so great that the weekly instruc-
tion does not seem to develop the sturdy character that is 
needed in times of stress . Perhaps the key to the situation 
is that too much time is spent on the history and theory of 
right doing and living and too little time is given to oppor-
tunities to practice the virtue of such living in actual, 
practical situations . The junior high school in many of its 
activities is able to furnish just such opportunities. 
Another fact which makes guidance more imperative is that 
the tendency of the present time is to shorten the hours of 
work and thereby make available more leisure time for the 
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great mass of people of the country. This leisure will prove 
a blessing or a curse in accordance with the way those who 
have it learn to use it . People whose hours are filled with 
l R.bor ha.ve little time to get into mischief. It is those 
people wh o h ave an abundance of time and an insufficient 
knowledge of how to use it in a way that is beneficial to 
themselves and society that are apt to be a menace to them-
selves and others. The junior high school comes at an age 
when preparation for this leisure time can best be accomplishec" 
for the pupils are beginning to put away childlike ways and to 
show a great interest in the affairs of their future . 
If all the signs of the times · seem to point to the f act 
that the child has a much greater need for guidance than ever 
before , and that the institut ions that have always guided him 
are losing ground, it is quite evident that the school in 
which he spends so many hours of the day should consider it 
its duty to teach the whole child instead of merely instructin 
him in subject matter. No part of the system should be better 
fitted to do this work than the junior high school which has 
had from the first, as one of its major objectives, the idea 
of guidance. 
2. Educational Changes 
Although this should be true , is the junior high school, 
which was heralded as one of the most forward looking movement 
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in education, adapted to this service? While the junior high 
school movement has in it many things to be co1nmended, it has. 
to a certain extent failed to realize that it has taken child-
ren at too early an age from the kindly supervision of a single 
teacher, who was in reality their school mother, and placed 
them in a situation which was to their young minds so strange 
and complicated that they were at a loss to understand what 
was expected of them. 
Much of this confusion that the child is apt to experience 
is due in part to one of the special features of the junior 
high school , departmentalization. This method of teaching 
school subjects has furnished the pupils with a number of 
highly trained experts in subject matter. Each child is apt 
to have from six to ten different teachers , all of whom are 
interested in him, but none of whom feel any particular re-
sponsibility for him beyond the work done in the separate 
classes . While this system of highly departmentalized work 
taught by experts is a veFJ efficient method of imparting 
subject matter knowledge , it is not a system that considers 
the whole child and his many and varied interests, but rather 
that fraction of th,e child and his mentality that is devoted 
to the mastering of a single subject. 
There is becoming of late in the United States a belief 
that the fundamentals of education are not represented by the 
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"Three R's" or their more modern equivalents, but instead by 
the Cardinal Principles of Education which are as follows: 
(1) Health, (2) Com."Tland of fundamental processes, (3) Worthy 
home membership , (4) Vocation, (5) Citizenship, (6) Worthy 
use of leisure, (7) Ethical character. 
These objectives can never be attained unless some one 
person instead of many is responsible for integrating the 
education of the individual child. This is apparently the work· 
of some guidance functionar y, whoever it may be. The junior 
h igh school is f a lling far short of its duty to its pupils if 
it offers differentiated courses without giving some guidance 
in the choices to be made; if it allows them to go to high 
high school without definite advice concerning the offerings 
of that and higher institutions of learning, or if it permits 
them to go out into life wi thout revealing in a systematic 
manner what the world expects of them and what it has to offer 
in return. 
It is JlikewiseJ failing to do what it should consider its 
duty "if it gives consideration to only the material aspects 
of life. The social, spiritual, and mental sides of life ofter 
have maladjustments that go back to the early adolescent perioc l 
of a person's life. The junior high school should give more 
attention to these phases 1f it wishes to fulfill its mission. 
Such matters as these can not be left to the incidental 
teaching of many people. · Some one person must be responsible 
for each child or group of children. Different schools have 
attacked the problem in different ways , but a very large num-
ber have found the homeroom, with the homeroom teacher, to be 
the logical medium by which such work can be done. 
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CHAPTER I II . 
Functions of the Homeroom 
The home r oom has se veral fun ctions due to i t s tradi t iona l 
use as Vle l l as to its mor e modern t endenci es . (1) It i s i n 
most cases an administrat ive unit of t he l r.n•e;e j u.nior high 
school . (2) It is a unit of repre sent a tion for t he school 
l i fe a c t ivit ie s i n which the pupils part i c ipate . ( 3) I t i s a 
medium t hrough which the guidance program of t h e school may be 
developed . 
A. Administrat ive Fun ction s 
As an adminis trative unit of the junior high school , it is 
the room t o which approx i m2.te ly thi rty - fi ve pupils report each 
day and u su al ly severa l times a day. Th e or i gi na l purpose wa s 
merely to pr ovi de each pupil wi th a special de sk i n which to 
kee p h i s books and ot h e r mat e rial s and a pl ace to whi ch to 
report for t he daily t a king of at t endance . 
Gradually the s e admi ni s t r a t i ve flJ.nc t ions have so i ncreased 
that the teacher who is i n charge of a homeroom ha s almost be -
come overv1helmed by the rout i ne duties of a type thRt might 
much betteP be performed i n the school office by some well 
trai~ed , but not necessarily h i ghly educated clerk . 
Li s ts of admini s t r;=J t i ve dut ies unbelievably long have 
been compiled by people making a study of this situation . 
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These lists have included from ten to fifty items. A rep-
resentative list that was made in a class at Boston Univers ity 
i s quoted below: 
1 . Attendance (attendance officer 's report) 
2 . Tardiness record 
3 . Scholarship report card s 
4 . Health c s.rds 
5 . Schedule-progrrua c ards 
6 . Personal history c a rds 
7. Registration cards 
8 . Sub j ect election cards 
9 . . Banking cards 
10 . Club c Ar ds 
11 . City censu s sheets 
12 . Permanent r e cord cards 
13 . TemperRture chart s 
14 . Eye a nd e ar tests 
1 5. Locker assignments 
1 6 . Intelligence tests program 
17 . Te eth record 
18. Rec ord of supplies 
19 . Sale_ of t ags an d t ic kets 
20 . Branch library records 
21 . Car ticket distribution and r ec ord 
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22. Personality r ecord 
23 . Reading of d a ily notices 
24 . Opening exercise s 
Almost every article which mention s the administrative 
duties of the homeroom tea cher deplores the f act that so many 
h ave been delegated to her and urges that a change be brought 
about in order to allow her to devote more time to more con-
structive educational duties. 
The following paragraphs comment on the subject in an 
interesting manner : 
"The homeroom period proved to be such a convenient 
administrative device that it has been greatly abused by 
principals who have found i t easier to delegate various 
dut ies to the homeroom when they could be taken care of 
j ust as well or better by some othe r mean s . A few da.ys · 
ago a group of secondary s chool teachers listed thirty 
different duties and responsibilities placed upon home 
r oom tes.chers a nd all within their own experi ence. This 
group then proceeded to elimins.te each of those tasks 
which might well be assigned to others. This left the 
follovvL11g adminis tra ti ve tasks as belonging legi tima. tely 
to the homeroom: 
1. Matters of attendance 
2. Scholarship report 
3 . Pupil accounts or records and reports (for the 
office) · 
4. Petty discipline or pupil-teacher difficulties 
5. Announcements of limited number 
s . Locker assignments , etc. 
7. Issuing 11 pe.ss" slips for library etc . 
8. Interviewing parents 
"The local situation may necessitate the increa sing 
of the lis t to some small degree . However, it i s very 
evident that many tasks now handled by the homeroom 
tea cher can be assumed by clerks in the off ice, by the 
pu pils thems elves , a nd by special t eachers, officers, or 
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committees. If the homeroom is to serve its mos t i m-
por t ::mt functions, it mus t be relieved of every possible 
t a sk tha t ce.n be ca r ed fo r in other ways." 1 
A f ew years ago a s tudy was made of the different a ctiv-
ities in the admini s tra tion of secondary schools throughout . 
the country. Replies were r e ceived from one hundred and thirty 
schools distributed throughout thirty-seven different states. 
Seventy-five of the schools that replied were junior high 
s chools Eleven ques t ions p ertaining to administrative duties 
wer e a s ked. The following administra tive duties and the 
percentages of the junior high schools studied that employed 
them h a ve been t aken from one of the t ables in the article 
that d escribes this survey. 
Administrative Duties 
1. Discussion of ideals and 
purpose s of homeroom organ-
ization 
2. Daily routine and bulletin 
notices 
3 . Collection· of contributions 
of school funds 
4. Sale of tick ets 
5. Subscriptions to school 
publications 
6 . Distribution of school 
publications 
Percentage of Junior 
High Schools 
74.7 
81.3 
77. 3 
89.3 
77.3 
65.3 
1. J. B. Davis, "Guidance Function of the Homeroom11 , Educa tion 
LII, No. 4, (December, 1931), pp. 195-196. 
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Duties 
7 . Debates on school affairs 
(athletics , etc . ) in connec t ion 
with change of program 
8 . Contests between divisions of 
the homeroom group on t a r d ines s, 
scholarship , etc . 
9 . Handle a ttendance of pupils in 
t he homeroom group 
10. Discussion of attendance and 
punctuality 
11 . Select representative s to 
student council 1 . 
, . . 
Percentage 
44 . 0 
81 . 3 
69. 3 
90 . 7 
66 . 7 
This list gives some i t ems t hat were not included in t he 
previ ous list. Pe r haps some of them might better be included 
und er functions of a civic nature. I t em "two " is a blanket 
stat ement t hat might cover few or many routine duties. These 
figures do show, however , . that a l arge amoun t of r ou tine wo r k 
is expected of the te acher who is in charge of the homeroom. 
It is not that teachers wish to relieve themselve s of 
work , but that they wish t o use their time and t a lents for the 
best good of those ~homthey are supposed to serve . There are 
s ome du t ies connected with r ecord keeping that i t seems ad-
vis ab l e f or the homeroom t eacher to ret a in in order to keep 
her t h oroughly conversant wi t h many facts concerning the 
members of the group to whom she is expected to give advice. 
However , these should be reduced to a minimum and should i n -
clud e only those things wh i ch c an be done more efficiently 
1 . G. N. Kefauver and R. E . Scot t, "The Home Room in t he 
Administra tion of Secondary S chools~' T . C. Record, XXI , p . 63 1'-. 
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by the homeroom teacher than by anyone else, and which are 
closely connected with the welfare and guidance of the home 
room group. It is the t a sk of the efficient administrator 
to see th at this is accomplished . 
B. Representative Unit of School Activities 
In many schools there have developed plans in which the 
s tudents pa rticipate in the school life activities . These 
are very often based on the unit of the homeroom. In this 
sma llest unit some invaluable lessons may be learned . The 
following paragraph gives some comments on the place of the 
homeroom in civic training: 
"Ample opportunity is available in the homeroom, 
moreover , for prr-1_ctice in the elementary forms of dem-
ocratic government. Misbehavior on the part of any 
member can be used as an occa s ion for studying the social 
standards that must be observed by people who live close 
together. The public opinion of the group can be form-
ulated in laws for their guidance in recurrent problems 
of conduct . ~fuen need arises, a formal organization may 
be effected with a simple constitution that describes 
the purpose of the association and the officers that are 
required to take care of its activities. Opportunity 
then appears for training in the selection of officers, 
for learning respect for democraticaily constituted 
authority, and for practice in the d ispatch of public · 
business with the aid of parliamentary law. By exper-
ience of this kind boys and girls learn how to appreciate 
and how to manage the institutions of local self govern-
ment which is the i r heritage from a race of libert-y -
loving ancestors. 11 l 
In a l a rge number of schools the homeroom is a unit of a 
1 . P. W. Terry, "Supervising Extra-Cui•ricular Activities:' . 
p . 139. 
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larger organization. In thes e rooms, or wards as t h ey are 
c a lled in some school s , representatives are chosen to be 
members of a school council tha t h a s to consider many matters 
of school policy which are sometimes brought before it by the 
principal, but more often by its own members. Occasionally a 
member of the homeroom suggests to his representative . some 
matter that should be acted upon by the council for the good 
of the school. The council serves as a clearing house for all 
matters of civic interest. The electio.ns and office holding 
both in the homeroom and the larger organization give prac-
tice in civic training that not only makes for greater interest 
in the school but furnishes wholesome training .for life sit-
uations that everyone has to face. 
S ome prin cipals h a ve made the mistake of deciding that 
their schools needed some type of student participating 
government, end have, of their own accord, plan n ed such an 
organization a nd presented it to the student body without 
giving the pupils any opportunity to derive the benefits that 
they might h a ve received from gradually working out a ~lan 
f or themselves. In f a ct it is seldom wise to begin with the 
l arger type of organization and work back to the sub-divisions. 
The pupils in their various homerooms should feel the need 
and advantage of a l a rger organization and work toward the 
development of it. The lessons in practical citizenship that 
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can be learned in such a process are of great value. Some 
similar ideas are expressed in the following paragraph: 
"The whole idea of pupil par•ti.cipation in govern-
ment must grow. It can not be transplanted no~ can it 
be imposed from above. Pupils or teachers who do not 
participate intelligently in directing their own home-
room affairs are not yet ready to participate intelli-
gently in the affairs of the student council. In any 
form of real democracy, the small units that compose 
it must be actively part icipating. It is a very real 
questicr. as to how long any form of democrat ic govern-
ment among adults, no matter how wisely planned, can 
errdure if h alf of the people accept their responsibility 
so lightly that they do not even cast their votes. It 
seems to have taken a freedom-loving stock of colonists 
a century and a half t o develop to the point where they 
could unite 'to form a more perfect union'. Pupils may 
study all the constitutions of pupil-teacher councils 
that have ever been V'JTitten , but they have to work out 
and live in such a scheme in comparatively small groups 
before they have the ability to participate intelligently 
in l a rger group:3. Knowledge a l one does not ensur•e s at -
isfa ctory performance . The school tha t elects i ts stu-
dent council qt large fr om the whole school can expect 
a qu ick growth and a quicker failure. The life of the 
Vlhole is determined, first of al l, by the soundness of 
its parts. The homeroom organization is the coPe of the 
i dea-of pupil participRt ion-in-government . It is here, 
so f a r as the school is effective , that the ability to 
be self-directing, in whatever degree it is attained , is 
first developed. The development in self-direction in 
the homeroom can come as a result of managing its own 
affairs and in sending representatives from this sme.ll 
group to the larger group or groups , and t heir represent 
at ives bringing back for discussion and decision the 
rec om.'?lendations of the l a rger groups ." 1 
The wise homeroom tea cher should endeavor to guide the 
pupils to realize t he superiority of active " good citizenshipn 
over t h a t of a passive type . The pupils should be brougb.t to 
1 . E . K. Fretwell , "Extra -Curricular Ac_ti vi ties in Secondary 
Schools!! , Boston Houghton Mifflin Co -~ 1931 , pp . 31-32 . 
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feel tha t t hey they are not exercising their privil ege s of 
homeroom and school citizenship unless they try to take some 
part in the activities of the room and endeavor> to c"lst · their 
votes in the school and room elections in the way that will 
be of gre a test advantage to the school. Such training should 
be very beneficial for the pupils who are experiencing it . 
The char acter forming value of such activities is stressed in 
t he follovring ps.ragraph: 
"Student participation f ol1ms character . If the 
student feels himself- a responsible r-tgent in the c onduct 
and success of the school , he rises to meet it with a 
new sense of the d i gnity of his ovm personality and of 
the importance of the program iri which he is ex isti ng. 
Thoughts about the conduct of others are for him shadowy 
e.nd unreal ; thoughts about his own conduct are vital; to 
wrestle with and solve an actual situation that arises 
in play and work among his fello1irs and finally make an 
aff irmation of his own .of relative choices and values 
goes to the depth of his being . Such affirmations are 
the stuff out of which character is forged . vi/hen the 
sbhool is a group of codperating, and interacting} per-
sons , such choices arise constant y ." l 
When the true purposes of the homeroom are realized, it 
no longer is j ust a place to which to report at specified 
times of the day for the necessary taking of attendance. It 
is not merely a place to store the books and materials that 
are not heeded some periods of the day . The homeroom with 
its definite duties to discharge becomes a vital part of the 
school life . It is here that the pupil has an opportunity to 
II 
. 1. "Character Education Methods , The Iowa Plan, p. 12. 
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live a nd serve unhampered by the rigid requirements of some 
course of study . In th i s small group he has a good chance 
to express h i s natural sel f. I f h e is wisely guided, his 
homeroom experiences should prove very beneficial i n this 
forma t ive period of his life . 
c. Guidance Functions 
1 . Place of the Homeroom 
It is in connection with the last functions , that of 
guidance , that the homeroom has its most valuable use . As 
the other two functions were natural outgrowths of admiriis -
trative end c i vic needs , this one rises from the definite nee 
of gu i dance that was discussed in an earlier section. A per-
s on who is to do eff ective ~tidance must really know the in-
dividual whom he i s to guide.· Where in the school system is 
there a better opportunity to know a pe rson than in the home 
room? Who of the sch ool staff has a b etter opportunity of 
knowing h im than the teacher in charge of t h at r oom? 
"Broadly speaking, the chief purpose of the homeroo 
is guidance , and the specific activities carried on in 
it s hould b e organized as a gu i dance laboratory and not 
as a classroom . The a t mosphere of t h e room should be 
democ r atic and should be conducive to self - discovery and 
self-revelation. To serve the members of the homeroom 
grou p t he advi ser must know them as individuals and as 
members of a primax•y group . 11 1 
1 . w. C. Reavis , op . cit ., p . 11. 
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The position that the homeroom and the homeroom teacher 
hold in guidance is very evident in the following paragraph: 
"The homero om teacher fun c tions in all phases of 
guidance . It is in this capacity that she come s to know 
each pupil in the room mor e intimately than any other 
t eacher . She alone has the opportunity of knowing the 
pupil i n all his relati onships ; his studies; his diffi-
culties with teachers , his problems of discipline ; his 
home conditions and environment ; his associates in scho 
and out ; his attitudes, int erests , and abilities. There 
f ore , whether the school be l a rge or small , it is with 
the homeroom teacher that the foundations for guidance 
must be laid ." 1. 
This function of the homeroom causes much disagreement . 
There are many opinions expressed concerning the effici ency 
of the homeroom in the guidance progr&.m . In a study made 
2 
by Koos and Kefauver a chart showed that homerooms with 
teacher advisers in charge were by all odds the mos t frequent 
type of functionary included on the guidance staff , at least 
i n medium- sized and large schools, being represented in two-
thirds and almost nine-tenths , respect.ively, of these two 
grou ps . The mere fact of numbers does not actually prove 
the worth of an activity, but it does go a long way in show-
ing the apparent popularity . 
The approval of the use of this functionary is very 
evident in the following: 
11 But the value of the individual te a cher to the 
1 . ''Guidance in Secondary Schools'; Bulletin of National Asso,;. 
c iation of Secondary School Principals , No.l9 (Jan.l928)p. 
2. L . V.Koos and G. N.Kefauver ,"Guidance in Secondary Schools" 
p . 546, 
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all-important service of guidance will show forth most 
plainly in the capacity of homeroom counselor of. each 
student group whose duty it is to gather together all 
the threads of influence and weave them consistently into 
the fabric of character. This is by far the teacher's 
most important task even if it is the most difficult. 
The homeroom counselor must be to each of her student 
group an intelligent guide and stimulus , an adviser in 
the choice of clubs , school courses and electives , a re-
fining influence as regards the amenities of life, an 
upholder of the aims and ideals of the school , and an 
inspirational force in strengthening moral fiber . Ob-
viously the work will be broad in scope and laden with 
responsibilities ." 1 
The opportunities for guidance in the homeroom are many 
and varied . The homeroom should endeavor to S9cure the attain-
ment of those objectives of the "Cardinal Principles of Sec-
ondary Education" that are not adequately cared for in any 
other part of the school program . It might be well to con-
sider whe.t attention is given elsewhere to each of the seven 
objectives: health, comnand of fundamental processes, worthy 
home-membership, vocation, citizenship, worthy use of leisure , 
and ethical character. 
Every classroom and homeroom teacher should be concerned 
with the problem of the health of the pupils. She should en-
deaver to have the conditions of her room conducive to good 
health . She should be on the alert to report to the proper 
·authorities cases of j_ll health that may need special a tten- · 
tion . However , health instruction and health guidance are 
1 . E . V. Thomas-Tyndale and J.D. Myers , op . cit . p . 16. 
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usua lly considered specialized tasks that should be left to 
the care of the physical trai ning department , working in con-
nection with the school nurse and school physician. Some of 
the more progressive schools are including in their programs 
classes in health gliidance or instruction. With this attenti 
being given to health the homeroom teacher's place in the 
health program is only incidental. 
Command of fundamental processes is strictly the work of 
the class room teacher . The homeroom teB.cher, as such, has no 
part in securing this objective . 
Worthy home-membership is an objective to ¥iliich the home 
room teacher should give much attention. Although there are 
opportunities in many subjects, such as civics, literature, 
history, music , and art to learn the qualities that make for 
better home-membership, the homeroom fu~1ishes an ideal place 
to put t hem in practice. 
Definite preparation for a vocation receives attention in 
special vocat l onal training classes. Not very much of this 
training should be given in the junior high school, for this 
is an exploratory period rather than one of special prepar-
ation. The homeroom teacher in connection with the vocational 
guidance counselor may help the child to become acquainted wi 
the world of occupations and to discover the personal qualitie 
and abilities they require. 
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Civic education is, in general, the work of the social 
science teachers. However, the homeroom affords many oppor-
tunities to put into practice in definite form some of the 
theo~ies the pupils so glibly learn in classes . 
Worthy use of leisure which has been very inadequately 
cared for by the school should receive the attention of the 
homeroom. It should be from the point of view, not of actually 
teaching these subjects which furnish material to fill profit-
· ably some of the leisure hours, but with the purpose of en-
couraging the homeroom members to realize the importance of 
developing in themselves those abilities and interests upon 
which they may depend for their pleasure without the help of 
commercialized agencies. 
The development of ethical character is one of the most 
essential of the objectives. It is very unfortunate that this 
objective has in many schools received nothing except inciden-
tal attention. While the development of character is a part 
of every teacher's work, the homeroom teacher seems to be the 
logical one to give it the most attention, for she is the one 
who works with the child under conditions which more natur-
ally display his character. 
Considering these preceding paragraphs, it is quite ev-
1 ident that McKown has a right to say that the homeroom serves 
as a clearing house for much of the guidance work and a 
1. H. C. McKovm , "Home-Room GuidancenJ p. 33. 
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correlator for still more. If there is a needless duplicat ion 
the value of the homeroom program will be weakened . If there 
are guidance experts in the school , most of the educational 
and vocational guidance should be left to them . In sucr1 
syst~ms , the homeroom teacher will merely act as an assistant 
of the guidance expert . 
If , however , the homeroom is the only definite medium of 
guidance, it ·Vlrill have to approach the problem from a differ-
ent angle and include , as mu ch as· possible , guidance of an 
educa tional and vocational natui'e without losing sight of the 
fact that these are only parts of the larger problem of guid-
ance. 
In either case , there wil l remain ~lch that should be 
accomplished in social , recreational , and character building 
guidance. These types requir·e not so much the wo rk of the 
expert as that of some person who is constantly in touch with 
those who are beine; guided . Logically that person should be 
the homeroom teacher . 
2. Educational Guidance 
Educational guidance is an important part of the guid-
ance program . This term is somewhat broad, and inclusive of 
many factors . It acquaints the pupil with t he ma in purposes, 
mater ials, and methods of educat ion , helps him to study his 
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own characteristics , and endeavors to make him recognize his 
own responsibility· for progress. 
"In addition to this more general 'education in ed-
ucation' the pupil must become acqua inted with the pos-
sibilities in his immediate school; its history, tradi-
tions , a ims, objectives, courses of study, requirements, 
r e gulat ions, marks , and all of the opportunities in activ 
ities for participation, honors, and recognitions. Until 
he knows his s chool and its opportunit ies, he is neither 
a n intere s ted ~or a worthy citizen, no~ a concerned or 
intelligent student ; he is, rather, an alien and a slave~ 
These are. only the beginnings of the educational matters 
in which he needs guidance. One particular point in which he 
needs assistance is the matter of proper habits of study and 
2 
the budgeting of his time. Brewer scorns the possibility of 
homeroom teachers being capable of performing such a special-
ized function . He says that most homeroom teachers are sub-
ject teachers in disguise who have never learned proper habits 
of study themselves. 
Even if the school has a guidance department which in-
eludes in its work definite educational counse ling , the home -
room can not overlook the part it has to play . The homeroom 
teacher has constent contact with the children who are meeting 
their educational problems . They may , a.nd often do , need the 
assistance o.f a specialist if he is available, but they need 
even more the wise and sympathetic help of a person whose 
1 . H . C . McKown , op . cit., pp. 34-35. 
2. J. M. Brewer , op . cit.,p . 13& 
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daily duty is to be in readiness to guide them when their 
problems arise . 
uin general , direct instruction concerning the 
courses of the school and their eventual vocational out-
lets will be the work of guidanc e teachers. The contrib-
utions of the homeroom teacher will be supplementa ry but 
none the les.s important . If her section is one in which 
choice of curriculum or elect1ve is being made for the 
first time , her advice will naturally be sought by h er 
pupils. To meet their needs adequately, she must divest 
herself of her own prejudices , she must be informed as to 
various curricula, and she must be :frairk and open in her 
discussions with the individual pupils." 1 . 
After the children in junior high school have chosen thei 
courses , the problem of educational guidance is not laid aside 
The efficient homeroom teacher will be ever watchful to dis-
cover signs of discouragement end lack of interest on the one 
side or happiness and content on the other. She should keep 
in constant touch with the work of her pupils . 
"Homeroom teachers of pupils who have made their 
initial choice may be very helpful in discovering whether 
or not their selection of electives was suitable. One of 
the first evidences of unsuitable choice is failure and 
discouragement. Not all failure is the result of mal-
ad justment, since such factors as he alth, perseverance, 
etc. may be operative, but the wise homeroom te acher 
considers every failure pupil a poss ible instance of in-
appropriate choice of elective and examines the facts to 
see whether or not this is actually the case. If she 
decides that a change is advisable , she recomrnends the 
pupil to the guidan ce teachers or to the administrative 
st ~ff for further invest igation.u 2. . 
These quotations presuppose a special guidance officer 
1. L . A. McGregor , "The Junior High School Teacher'~ p . 187 
Ibid O j p . 187. 
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besides t he homeroom teacher . In many cases this would not be 
true . Often she would not only watch f or and detect · the dif -
ficultie s , but it would be h e r t a sk as well to help in the 
solving of them without a tra ined specialist . The following 
qu otat ion sho'S the opinion of one who gives a great amount 
of guidance responsibility to the home room teacher ~ 
"Educational guidance de a ls with the discovery of 
i nte rests and abilities , giving informat ions regar d ing 
educat iona l f a cilities , te F.t ching the pupil a method of 
s e lf-analys is, help ing the pupil to match hi s v r~ lid in-
t e re s ts and h is s ignificant abilities with the offerings 
of schools and college s , routing pupils into extra-cur -
ricu~ar a ctivi t ies des i gned to discover new ones, assist -
ing pupils in ma king an appropriate choice o f courses and 
sub jects , a n d with seeing that the pupil underta kes the 
performance of h is t a sks with a wholesome mental a ttitude 
toward their significance for his o vm individual grov1th. 
Above a ll , the homeroom teacher is conc e rned with t e achin 
the pupil a method of approaching the sevei•a l problems i 
h i s ·pres ent school s i tua. tion Hnd in l a t e r , unsupervised 
environments ." 1. · · 
A s i milar ide a , but one re alizing t h e need of looking 
further i nto the futur e , is seen in the :following lines : 
" A t hird set of educational informa tions th a t must 
be provided for t he pupil a re those conc erned wi th the 
sources of furthe r education of a ll types ; coll e se , 
n i ght school , p a rt-time and correspondence cours es , 
corporation school s , lectures, and t h e many other edu-
c a t ional s stems and institut ions that a re ava ilable 
· after he has completed his stay in his present school. 
In addition to the se informations, there should be de -
veloped in him an emotione. l i nterest , based upon a knowl-
edge of the n e cessity and upon his own persona l ambition 
1 . M. D . Gordon and H. C. Se a sholes , "The Homeroom Teache r~' 
p . 36. 
and des ires for advancement. n 1 
From a study of these opinions it vvould seem that , while 
educationE.l guidance may be worthy of experts , a l arge amount 
of it can be adequately carried on by competent homeroom 
te8.chers whose interest in their pupils extends beyond the 
mere i mparting of subject matter to them, and whos e intimate 
knowledge of the ir problems is of great e.ssista.nce in ad..min -
istering guidance . 
3 . Social Guide.nce 
As one works with children of the junior high school age , 
one realizes more and more the need that these young people 
have of le arning the social amenit ies of life . Some of these 
are learned in t he home , and some are acquired by i mitating 
their B.ssociates . Ho wever , all children do not have the type 
of home that furnishes them the proper examples of social 
conduct, and m2ny of them do not possess the proper discrim-
ination t ha t enables them to select as models those of their 
assocL"'l.tes who would be worthy models. The mB. jority of them 
do not r ealize that they have any need of i mprovement in 
manners and conduct. 
" Increas ingly there is also a demand that the schoo 
assume more responsibility for educating the pupil socia -
ly, so that he can t ake his ple.ce easily and without em-
barra ssment in a society which has well - esta blished soci" 
1. H . C. M~n, op. cit • J p . 35. 
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pa tterns and traditions. He mus t be taught the necessit 
o f proper relat ionships with duly constituted authority 
as well as proper rel n. t i onships with his fellows. He 
must be taught to realize, too, that, while first of all 
he must be educated to fit an existing society, social 
institutions and I'Wtivi ties are not static and he h as a 
responsibility for the cievelopement and improvement of 
these . Manners and courtesy in the broad sense as wel l 
as in the narrow is the main concern of this phase of 
educat ion." 1 
The example of sincere and refined teachers can not fail 
to have some effect upon the children, but wi thout some def-
inite program of social guidance the results are ' apt to be 
f s. r from satisfactory. Al though there are many opportunities 
for i ncidental social guidance in literature, civics, history 
and other classes , the subject matter teacher often is too 
busy wi th the rigid requirements of her course of study to 
avs.il hers elf of them. She mHy diverge from her work long 
enough to co~nent u pon some particularly glaring social error , 
but she has little time to do anything of a constructive· 
nature to build up a favorable attitude toward good mf:'mners 
a nd pleas ingconduct . I n fact , under the rather unnatural 
social conditions of a classroom the need for such guidance 
is not a s apparent as under the more n a tural conditions of 
the homeroom. 
It is i n the field of soc i al guidance that the homeroom 
1 . H. C. McKown , op. cit., pp . 35-36. 
1 -
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te a cher can do a real service without ever feeling thP.t she 
may be "rushing in where angels fe ar to tread". The na tura l 
home room ·condition,· of living together day aft er day furnishes 
many obvious situations that require guidance in daily living. 
If s ocia l guidance is considered from a slightly different 
an gle, that of learnin g how to get along with associates, the 
homeroom with its activities is the best kind of l aboratory 
for such a study. The following paragr aph contains several 
worthwhile comments which corroborate .· this idea: 
11 The homeroom can a id in s ocia l guidance . Pupils 
often do not know how to work or play effectively with 
their fellow s . They have the ca pa city for cooper at ion, 
but h ave not yet acquired the ability to do effective 
te am work. The school carrying on its activities es-
pecially i n the leadership 6f its extra-curricular a ctiv-
ities, is a selective agent. It selects as its leaders 
those who are le arning to do coopera tive work. Leaders, 
to be sure, are born - othe rwise they would not exist; but 
leadership, a s well a s intelligent f6llowship, can be 
developed in actual situa tions • •••• Pupils f a ced with the 
n ecessity of picking the right leader, if they are to be 
successful in their enterprise , c an be t augh t to look for, 
expect, md demand certain qu alities in the leaders they 
choose . "· 1 
4 . Moral Guidance 
Closely connected with social guidance, but of more 
vita l importance, is moral guidance or char a cter building. 
"The Cardina l Principles of Educ ation" not only include ethical 
1. E. K. Fretwell, "Extra -Curricular Activities in Secondary 
Schools", pp. 27-28. 
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character among the seven objectives, but say that the real-
ization of the other objectives depends upon this one . Be-
cause of the f act that morals have been'so closely connected 
with religion, and religion with Cl"eeds and denominations, th 
has been much hesitancy about taking any definite steps towar 
moral guidance in the schools . 
The happenings th~t fill the front page of the daily 
newspapers bring home to every thinking person the urgent 
need of a ch aracter building program. The school must have 
a l a rge part in this program and be glad to cooperate with 
other a gencies that are striving for t he same end . 
The important place that such a progr~:•.m should hold in 
education is clearly voiced in the following words: 
"The establishment in the pupil of proper ideals, 
habits, and appreci ation of his own responsibilities, 
duties, a:hd obligations, as well as his rights and priv-
ileges, in the interes t of a healthful development of 
character is a phase of education second to none in im-
poPtance." 1 
As the homeroom seems to be the logical place in the 
junior high school for accomplishing much of the social guid-
ance it likewise has a very important part to play in the 
character building program . Through this medium there are 
many n atural o pportunities for the practicing of the qualitie 
that should be acquired. 
1. H . C . McKovm, op . cit., p. 36. 
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"The homeroom offers an opportunity not only for the 
learning , understanding, snd appreciating of these ele-
ments of character through various types of presentation, 
and especially through dis cus sion in whi ch he participate 
-but also f or the establi ~hing of the habits that make the 
re ally funct i on in his life. It offers a natural sit -
uation in which the ~ember accepts responsibilities in 
offices , or on committees, in campaigns, drives, com-
petitions , and other activities in which he practices 
the habits that are component parts of character ." 1 
From another source comes the following, somewhat simi-
l ar , statement which further emphasizes the important place 
that the homeroom has in moral guidance, and stresses t he fact 
that its influence should be felt throughout the day. 
"Tbe homeroom i s the true center of moral influence 
in t he junior high school. Here are established attitudes 
and standards with reference to conduct ~ effort , and 
harmonious group-living that tend to persist throughout 
the day. These result in part from the homeroom teacher' 
establishment of ideals through example, suggest ion, and 
class discusijion, and in part from her wise management of 
individuals. 2 
While such guidance would be of some v alue J if it merely 
made better living conditions within the class and sch ool , it 
would fall far short of accomplishing what many people feel 
that it is capable of doing. The broader viewpoint, that 
_ good h ab its and high ideals that are acquired in the homeroom 
will permeate the life of the pupil both in the present and 
future , is expressed at some l ength in the following paragrap 
"The homeroom can aid in arranging the educatione.l 
1. H. C. McKoVIrn , op. cit., p. 36 -
2 . L . A. McGregor , op . cit ., p . l90 . 
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situation so there is a favorable opportunity for moral 
gui dance . The selection of subject-matter and the method 
of te a ching have a gre a t p lace in the development of cha r 
a.cter . Somethi ng c e.n be done by direct mora l inst ruct ion, 
Extra curricular activities in their freedom , shared 
responsibili t ies, necessity for choice s , intellectual and 
emotional satisfaction, furnish a re a l opportunity f or 
mor:?, l guidance a nd mor a l growth. The homeroom c an be the 
g a rden plot for starting right a ctions th~:J.t will bloom 
through a ll the life of the school . The interent in thos 
things wh ich make f or s oc i a l or•der and social progress , 
and the des ir e and increasing ability on the part of 
pupils to put these principles into practice are of them-
selves meB.ns of devel o pi ng chtJ r a cter . To help right 
idea ls become ' wor k ing f orces of beha vior' is the oppor-
tuni ty of the home room." 1 
P l thou gh the ch ild needs gu idance in cha racter building 
a ll through hi s s ·chool c a r ee r>, there is no peri od in which i t 
i s more es :3 ent i a l than i n t he j unior high school years , when 
he finds himself fa c e to face with many situation s that are 
very d ifferent from any wh i ch have confronted him before . He 
has grea ter f r e edom which h e mus t l earn to use , for h i s d ay is 
not spent under · the wat chful eye of one teacher, but.in many 
c l a ssrooms in the different parts of a l a.rge build ing . He 
h as t o learn to a d apt himself to many different s i tua tions . 
He i s mu ch more res ponsible for himself t h an he h as ever been 
b e fore . Under these condit i ons many occa s i ons may arise for 
the express ion o f cha racter tra its thR.t have nevl-3r been very 
evident before . 
I f the cha r a cter building program is left to the inci -
1 . E . K. Fretwell , op . cit •• p . 3 0. 
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dent B.l care of 1NhHtever te~:>.cher feels inclined to give i t her 
attention , bad tra i t s and unfortunate ha bits are deplored and 
censur•ed , but little of a cons tructive nHture is done to re -
pl a ce them by more favorable ones. A really construc tive 
program needs to be in the hands of people vvho not only a r e 
defi nite ly responsibl e f or it , but who h ave an opportun ity to 
carry it on . The homeroom t eacher seems to be a logical per-
son for such a purpose . 
5. Recreational Guidance 
The observant edu c ator can n ot fail to re ,~·. lize tha t there 
i s aris i ng mor e and mo r e the need for guidance in the use of 
the le isure time tha t is being thrust upon many peopl e whether 
they desi~e it or not . Until very recently mat ters of a rec -
reational nAture have played a very small part in the educa-
tional progr am of the country . A- l aFge part of the educat ion-
a l efforts have been devot ed to fitting the young to t ake theii 
places in the work- day- world . Even when recreat ional mB.tters 
were cons i dered, they were thought of from the point of view 
of mak ing one better fitt ed for h is work . 
The c onditions of the times make it imperative that 
people be educated not only for the short hours that they a re 
t o wor k to earn a l i ving , but f or those hours that they h ave 
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to spend when they a re not gainfully employed. It is nearly 
as dangerous to entrust leisure to people who do not know how · 
to u se it as it would be to entrust fire arms to people with a 
similar l a ck of knowledge of those instruments. A man whose 
waking hours are filled with work seldom has time to get into 
trouble. It is the man who ha s more time th an he knows how 
to spend who often becomes a detriment to himself and to others. 
If · the schools are to serve the people of the country adequ.atel 
they should try to prevent the po s sibility of such conditions 
existing by i n cluding in their curriculum a l a rge variety of 
r ecre a tional material that will help the pupils to l ee_rn how 
to use thes e leisure hours as a benefit and a blessing. 
If t he school is to include in its course of study ed-
ucat ion for leisur e , there arises the problem not only of plan-
ning such a program, but also of delegating it to the proper 
people within the s chool sys tem. The part tha t the regular 
cla ss e s and the homeroom play is se en in the followin g para -
gr aphs: 
"A part of this education for leisure is accomplishe 
in the regU.lfl.r curricular work, in music, art, physical 
activities, science, and literature particul arly, but on 
the vmole a great deal of this is formal and bookish and 
sma cks entirely too much of a literature-to-be-stud ied 
or mus ic-to-be-s tudied type, and far too little of the 
literature-t o-be-enjoyed or music-to-be-enjoyed type. 
Als o, usually, the emphasis is upon making producers of 
music, e.rtJ and literature r ather than upon the more im-
portant t ask, ~s f a r a s the average pupil is concerned, 
of making intelligent and discrimina ting consumers. 
"Because of its informal na tur•e and its emphasis up 
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enjoyment and consumption rather than upon study and pro -
duction, the home room offers fine pract i cal opportunities ! 
for all pupils of the -school . The member reacts to its 
programs , exhibitions, demonstra tions , t a lks , reports , 
addresses , and other presents. t i ons i n a nat ural way , un-
influenced by desire for marks , fear of non- promot i on, 
t ea cher ' s displeasure , or other elements that represent 
authority and an extraneous interest . He com.rnent s and 
cr i ticizes freely and so helps to set the standards, which 
because they are his , are the more accepta.ble to him. " 1 !I 
When the question of leisure tiL11e gu i dance is being con- I 
I 
sidered , it should not b e confused with leisure time activities! 
themselves . No homeroom could possibly be expected to give 
instruction in all kinds of interesting activities with which 
the pupil may at the present and in the f uture profitably em-
ploy his free time . The homeroom teacher should endeavor to 
a rou s e the interest of her pupils in avocational matters that 
will be outside the field of their future work . She should 
study the .pupils in such a way that she may be able to gu i de 
them in 8. wise cho i ce of the act i viti e s that they ne ed to make 
more rounded personalities . 
In the following paragraph are some interesting suggestion 
concern~g the activities that the h~room tea cher should sug~ 
gest to different types: of children to enter into in order to 
help them live e. more evenly balanced life : 
11 Th e homeroom councelors will render their most ef -
ficient service in the avocational field , when through 
1 . H. c . McKown , op . cit ._, p . 37. 
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s~npathetic observation and study of the indiv idual , they 
d iscover the peculiar tastes and aptitudes of ee.ch . More 
than this , their wo r k will be incomplete unles s they un-
fold to young inquirers the wealth of avocational possib-
ilities offered through school club activities . Recog-
nizing the importance of the wise use of leisure, teachers. 
mu st impress the ir pupils with the value and imbue them i 
with enthusiasm for the type of work best adapted to their 
ment a l , physical , and moral needs and aspirl.'l.tions. FOl" 1 
example , the over s tudious child should be encouraged to 
engage in out-door activi t ies, the on~ prone to under 
value mental development shoul d be urged to test out dis-
t inctly cultural clubs . The child whose home envi .ronment ~· 
i s sordid or commonplace should be lured into ac tivities 
which will develop the i maginat i on or aesthetic side of 
his na ture, and incentives should be given the self-cen- II 
tered to join c l ubs having altruistic aims . Teachers 
must not exert undue influence, in the matte r of selectio~ 
however , since the school , as a democracy, reserves to I 
children the privilege of individual choice ." 1 I 
This type of guidance ou~1t to do much to help the pupils 
of ,junior high age develop the right attitude toward the use 
of their leisure time , both now and later . 
6 . Vocational Guidance 
Voca tional guidance has a tendency to be considered of a 
more specialized nature. Many feel that this work should be 
left entirely to a vocational counselor . In some schools the 
homeroom teacher has absolutely nothing to do with this work. 
The idea th9.t the vocational guidance can be adequately cared 
for by one , two , or three counselors is better in theory than 
1. E. W. Thomas -Tynda1e and J . D. Myers , op . cit . J pp . 112-113. 
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in practice. The counselor is seldom able to meet hi;-:.s> people 
more than once a week for group guidance. It is almos t a 
physical impossibility for hirn to h a ve more than two or three 
individual conferences with a pupil during the year. It is 
only the most evident problem cases that get more atten t ion 
than that. A guidance program tha t is worth while should c on-
s ider the needs of every child, regardless of the fact of 
whethe r or not he is a problem. No matter how well trained a 
counselor may be in the technique of counseling, and no matter 
how wel l stored his mind may be with vocational infor•ms_t ion, 
he i s ve ry ap t to l a ck intimate knowledge of the p~rson in 
need of guidance and the opportunity to watch from d ay to day 
the results of his guidance. Because of this difficulty, there
1 
is a tendency to decentralize this guidance function and put I 
some of it in the hands of the homeroom teacher. This is seen 
in the following paragraph: 
"But where formerly the common practice in school 
was to place the enormous responsibility largely in the 
hands of one guidance officer, the trend now is in the 
general direction of decentral izing these activities by 
pla cing them more and more in the hands of the individual 
te a cher and centering guidance responsibility for , and 
supervision of , them in the guidance office. This trend 
is developing because of the impossibility for this one 
office to know and handle personally all of the members 
of the school. So the home room sponsor is now assuming 
- It 
a very considerable share in this type of guidance. 1 
1 . H. C. McKown , op. cit.~ p . 38. 
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This plan does not in any way necessitate the elimination 
of the expert vocational counselor, if the city can afford to 
hire him, but even makes his work more effec tive by enlisting 
as his helpers the homeroom teachers who can supply him with 
an intimate knowledge of those with whom they are in daily con-
tact . There are , of course, some vocational guidance situation 
which are of such a specialized n ature tha t they emphat ically 
need the attention of the expert. 
"However , when it comes to placing emphasis on the 
pupil's 'selecting a suitable life occupation and prepar-
ing . for it', the homeroom teacher , because of the close 
persona l relations, has a unique opportunity in encourag-
ing the pupil to get the information necessary to making 
an intelligent selection. As one who has a direct part 
in making out the pupil's schedule, the homeroom teacher, 
right or wrong, must have something to do with the courses 
taken in securing preparation for the life occupation that 
h~s been, or is to be, selected. Again the homeroom, 
through its own programs, can aid in presenting vocational 
i nformation. The information~ wholly or in part, may come 
from the vocational counselor, but both the attitude of 
the pupils and the final form of the program will depend 
l argely on the homeroom teacher. There is need for per-
sonal, educational, social, moral, and vocational guidance. 
Important as vocational guidance is, teachers need to rec 
ognize that it is only one phase of pupil guidance." 1 
I n &. teachers 1 manual that acc ompanies a work book f or 
homeroom guidan ce is a stat ement th s.t further emphasizes the 
supplementt:u•y nature of vocat i onal gu i dance in t h e homeroom: 
" It is not to be construed that a compl ete and com-
Prehensive course i n "Vocations" is given in t he homeroom, 
1 . E. K. Fretwell ~ op . cit.J p . 31. 
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s a ry to 8.Void entirely v ocationa l guidance . The wor k will no t 
be as specia lized and probably will not be able to c a rry on 
an extensive foll ow- up program, but much of a wort h while n 8 ture 
can be i::J.cluded in the homeroom te a cher ' s guidance prog1•am .• She 
c an bring before t he pupil s the need of cons idering their vocH -
t i onal probl ems when they are making theiP choice of courses . 
She can work with them in d i scove ring sources to help them 
solve these problems . She can encourage them to i nclude i n 
their home room programs ma t er i a l tha t is based on vocationBl 
problems . 1i\fhil e this work will be limited by the inade quacy 
of the t i me allo v1e d and by the lack of specialized trGdning, 
an intell igent ~ sympa thetic homeroom te a cher wi th the best 
interests of her pupils at heart can do much that is of VB.lue . 
2 
McKown suggests , hov1ever , that it is wise to remember that , 
8.1 though the homeroom ~n ay be · capi talized for such work, voca -
1 . M.D. Gordon and H . C. Se a sholes , nThe Homeroom Teacher'~p. 4 
2 •. H. C . McKown, op . cit .) p . 251. 
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tional guidance is but one of the elements of a complete guid-
ance progi'&J11 a nd tha t it is unwise· to overemphasize it in the 
homeroom. 
Although the pPograms of many junior high schools reveal 
that vocatlon8.1 gu idance is considered a legitimate part of the 
guidance work, there is at :;>resent a tendency to le ave most of 
this to the senior high scho ol. In this case , the vocational 
gu.idance in junior high school would be closely connected with 
the educational type and would con sist of steePing pupils into 
courses commensurate with their abilities. 
7. Conclusion 
Al l these suggest ions for guidance work in the homeroom 
of the junior high school make a very broad field from 'Nhich 
to choose. No homeroom teacher could hope to accomplish all 
of them . As it was stated earlier in this paper , the pu i'pose 
of the homeroom is to g i ve guidance assistance in only those 
matters that do not receive sufficient attention elsewhere in 
the school program. 
Al though these different fields of guidance ma y al l come 
l egitimat ely •Hith in the sphere of the homeroom under different 
situations , a careful survey of the regular school courses and 
speci r-l.l a ctivities should be made in order to avoid the needle::s 
duplication which has in some ins tances made the homePoom'S' work 
of little interest and value . I t i s on l y ·when such a surve-y 
h as been made , a nd the gui dance work of the homeroom confined 
to the particular sphere in which i t can best serve in each 
narticul ~r situation that its hiehest purpose i s atta ined . 
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CHAPTER IV 
The Administration of the Acti·vi ty Period 
' A. The Organization of the Period 
1 . The Choice of Room 
One of the first points to be considered in the organiz -
a tion of the junior high school is the choice of rooms to be 
us ed as homerooms . When the plan was first adopted, it \Vas 
the tendency to assign as home rooms only those traditional 
recitation rooms t h at were equipped with thirty-five or more 
sea ts , and de sks with s paces for the stor age of books and 
other mRterials . As an administra tive device, this plan did 
not prove efficient for i t did not utilize to the gre2.test ex-
tent a ll the p ossible rooms . Even in the l arge and crowded 
schools , in which eve ry inch of space needed to be utilized, 
l aborator ies and shops were not used except for those spec i a l-
ized purpose s 
Now i t i s bec oming more connnon to furn ish these rooms not 
only with the special equipment needed for the work , but with 
suitable chairs so that they will be ava ilable f or h oneroom 
purposes. Modern lockers are installed at convenient inter -
vals i n the corrid or s to serve as storage places f or those 
who -no not have homeroom desks. This enables pra c tically 
every room to be a homeroom and to c omply with the progressive 
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slogan, "Every room a homeroom, and every teacher a homeroom 
teacher." 
2. The Choice of the Honeroom Teacher 
The slogan which was given in connection with the choice 
of homeroom leads to the discussion of the selection of the 
homeroom teacher . When the homero om was considered mer•ely an 
admini s trative unit to which the pupils reported for the taking 
of attenda...l1ce and in which they stored their books and where 
11 sub-office 11 duties were · performed, it ma.de little difference 
what teacher was in charge as long as she kept good order and 
competently discharged the administ rative duties. 
Now tha t the homeroom teacher, in a system in which the 
homeroom period is in active use, is supposed to be the per-
sonal adviser of the children i n her room, it makes a great 
deal of difference what type of teacher is chosen . She should 
be one who is sympathetic with the homeroom idea , and one who 
is not only efficient in teaching the subject in which she has 
specialized, but who is a l so able to look at her work as the 
teaching of children rather than the mere imparting of knowl -
edge of subject matter . This last statement might convey the 
idea tha t only special members of the faculty could be appoint e( 
to the task of homeroom teacher or adviser. This, however , 
would conflict with the slogan, "Every teacher a homeroom 
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teacher ." This point is ably discussed in a recent educational 
bulletin. 
"The foundations of all guidance within the school 
are found in the homeroom organization. Efficiency in 
secondary school administration is demanding tha t every 
tea cher be a 'homeroom teacher' • vVhile the argurnen t 
against such a procedure is often urged that not all 
teachers made 1 good 1 home room teachers, it can be s a id 
that not a ll persons s o employed are good teachers. A 
'good ' teacher will m8.ke a 1good 1 home room te acher. It 
is the responsibility of the a.dministration to secure good 
teachers . It is the responsibility of the principal to 
take the te achers provided and to train them in service 
for the duties they are to perform. This applies to the 
problem of guidance as well as to classroom instruction."! 
When the homeroom activity program is adopted in a school , 
i t is not always received by the whole faculty with a feeling 
of enthusiasm. Although it might be better to have this pro-
gram initiated by some progressive group of the faculty , it is 
not always possible for a principal to wait for such an occur-
renee . If a majority of the teachers have been long in the 
service and have developed definite, set methods of procedure , 
which are part icularly concerned with the imparting of subject 
rnatter , the. innovation may meet with opposition. Such teachers 
honestly dread to make such a r adical departure from their 
usua l mode of procedure . They feel that they are starting out 
on an uncharted sea. In mru1y cases this may be partially true , 
for some principals ·arbitrarily ado pt a new idea in just the 
1. ''Guidance in Secondary Schools·; Bulletin of Nati onal Assoc-
iation of Secondary School Principals , No. 19 . (January,l92 ~ 
p. 16 . 
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form that it is being used in another system without making an 
attempt to adapt it to the needs of their own system. This is 
usually a disastrous procedure. 
As long as it is seldom possible for a principal to select 
al l or many of his teachers with this work in view, he must t a ke 
the material that he has and develop it into as enthusiastic a 
corps as possible. If courses are being given in a near-by 
university, as many as possible of the staff should be en-
couraged to attend the lectures. This will not only furnish 
them with knowledge of the arguments for and the purposes of 
such an act ivity, but will give them a wealth of ideas with 
which to work out the materials and procedures of such a period 
If this is not a.lways possible, the principal ~hould, as 
an a l ternRtive, secure for the professional libra.ry of his 
school, a number of the best books and magazines which give a 
definite exposition of the subject. He should request that 
each teacher ma ke a careful study of this material . A nur.1ber 
of the regular teachers' meetings might be very profitably de-
voted to the discussion of the problem . 
hfter either of these procedures has thoroughly acquainted 
the teachers with the homeroom activity period, co~mittees shou d 
be chosen to form a definite set of objectives, and a well or-
ganized, if only tentative, program for the work. If any ob-
jectors are evident after such preparatory measures have been 
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taken, it would be well to include th em on some of the commit-
tees so that they may be influenced by the contagious enthus-
iasm of those who are already interested. It is only through 
h aving the teachers thoroughly conversant with the movement 
and in sympathy with it that the desired results can be ob-
tained . 
As new teachers are hired, care should be taken to see 
that they have all the qualifications to fit them for this 
work , for particularly with children of the junior high school 
age, it is equally essential that they be trained for this 
responsibility as for the teaching of subject matter. 
3. The Assignment of Pupils to the Homeroom 
There are many ways of grouping secondary school pupils 
in their homerooms. The plans differ ~n the different schools. 
Some plans have the good of the pupils in mind but too many of 
them are merely administrative devices . For each planar~~-
ments are set forth to show why i t is of the greatest advant a ge 
Tr~e f ollowing paragraph gives a gen eral i dea of the number of 
types of grouping employed: 
"The basis moi'e often used than any othe r is ( 1) al -
phabetical grouping - a random basis. Four b a s es , each 
of wh ich i s reporte d with e.lmost h a lf t he frequency of the 
a lph'-t betica l method, a re ( 2) on t he exigencies of the class 
schedule , a basis mo2e or less r s.ndom in character , (;5) inl 
a cc or dance with the ability group i ng followed i n clas s wor~ 
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(4) by class (or g r ade i n school) , (5) and by alphabetical 
arrangement and classt or grade ) in combination. Re1Jorted 
with a fre quency only slightly smaller than the four bases 
l a st n~1med is ( 6) by curriculum pursued (or vocational in-
terest ). Other bases much less often used are (7) by the 
class i n English in which the student is enrolled , (8) by 
curriculum and ability grouping combined , (9) by sex and 
class {or grade) combined, { 10) by currj.culum and class 
(or grade) combined, and by a wide va riety of' additional 
combinations , sometimes of as many as three of the bases 
named . 11 1 
The junior high school o f Lawrence , Kansas , has its home 
room pupils grouped heterogenously , by grades . One te ,., cher 
has the sB.me pupils through thE:: three yea rs that they· are i n 
2 
the school . 
Joseph A . Fitzgera ld describes a grouping in the Troup 
Junior High School o f Nevv Haven , Connecticut thBt i s r ath e r 
unusual: 
"The home room group consists of seventh, eighth , a n 
ninth grade pupils under one home room adviser. It is so 
arre.nged that the pupils remain in the s arne home room 
during their entire c a reer . As a b a sis of assigning to 
home rooms the alphabetical list is used ." 3 
Carl M. Die fen bach, v1ho had experience with homeroom or -
ganization in the Jefferson High School of Meriden , Connecticut 
before going to PutnHm as supe rintendent of schools , gives the 
following: 
"A suggested phm for home r oom organization is : 
1. Arrange home rooms by gr2.des . 
2 . Avo i d homogenous grouping in the ho111e room and provid 
------1 . L . V. Koos and G. N . Kefauver , op . cit. , pp . 55 2 -553. 
2. M. F. Hyde , "The Homeroom As a Soc i Rlizing Agency ," Junior 
Senior High School Clear i ng House, VII , No .4,(Dec.l932) p . 2, 
3 . J . A . Fitzgera ld, "The Home Room" , p. 11. 
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a cross section of the entire grade in each r oom. 
3 . In so far as is possible , without destroying the prin-
ciple of heterogenous grouping, select from a te .-.cher ' s 
cl ass es the pupils for her ·home room rather than by 
a lphabetical arrangement. 
4 . Ass ign a home room to a teacher in the grade in which 
her ma j Ol"' teaching i s done ." 1 
In this s ame article he criticizes very severly the method 
used in the Troup Junior High School. He feels that many of 
the idea s used in f orming that system a re w·rong . 
a re given in the follo•.ving statements: 
His objection 
I 
"The 111ain objections to the three.:..grade plan of home 
room. o:cganiza tion may be sum1·narized as follows: 
1 . Ret ardation of active parti6ipation in school affairs 
of a large number of pupils . 
2 . DominE<. tion of all the act ivities of the s chool by 
upper grades • 
3 . Combina tion of pupils representing too wide a range 
of interests and abilities . 
4 . Increasing the r~'".tnge of the guidance program within 
a home room for a given teacher . 
5 . Retarding progress by pla Qing pupils f or three years 
with teachers less capable of carry ing on a construc-
tive guidance program than many of the i r colleagues. " 2 . 
McKown3lists and discusses several common methods of grouJ 
ing in homerooms . There are some in this li st that were n ot in 
the previous one : 
a . By class , Al phabe tically, 
b . By intell igence quot ients , accompl i shment quot ients, . 
marks , or other ability ratings 
c. By vertical sectioning 
1. ·c. M. Di efenbach , "The Home Room in · the Junior High S chool~' 
School Executives Magazine, LI (Dec . J 1931) , pp . 182- 184 
2 . I bid., p . 182. 
3 . H . c . McKovm, op . ci t .J pp . 63 - 67. 
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d. By curriculum 
e. By sex 
f. By previous schools 
g . By first period class 
h . By representa.tiv e and random selection 
i. By chronological age 
j • By districts represented 
k . By pupil or teacher selection 
After discussing all of these he makes a very sens ible 
sta tement of the matter when he says: 
"In short , · the school should find , through careful 
experimentation, the plan that has the most to comrnend it, 
on the basis of its success in making the pupil feel that 
he 'belongs 1 , naturally, to a pa.rticular group and in 
achieving the worthy , definite , a nd attainable purposes 
for which the home room exists. It may be necessary to 
B.llovt administrat ive expedience to have some influence in 
the selection of a final plan, but certa inly administrative 
expedience should never be either a ma j or or an over-i~­
portant consideration . As a matter of fact , probably the 
less the empha sis u pon administrative expedience , the more 
will be the emphasis upon the educational ideal for which 
the home room was designed ." 1 
4 . Length of Membership in the Homeroom 
In connection with the arrangement of pupi l s in the home 
room and t he choice of homeroom teacher , comes the problem of 
how long a pupil should remain in the same homeroom with the 
same adviser. Some schools advocate that he should have only 
1 . H. C. McKovm , op. cit., pp . 67-68. 
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one homeroom and one adviser during his fUll j un i or high school 
course . It has been mentioned be f ore that Troup Junior High 
School is one of these . I t is claimed that in this wa, his 
homeroom is mor e truly a 11 homeroom" in which he becomes thor-
oughly acquainted with members of his room as well as his ad-
viser . No ma tter how many changes of teachers he may . have in 
his class work end what v arying circumstances may a r ise , the 
constant factors are his homeroom a nd his adviser . 
"There a r e three main justifications for this type 
of organization : first , the members and the sponsor can 
become better acquainted than they could if the period 
were short ; second , there will be no duplication of work 
or activities ; and, third, responsibi l ity for the success 
of the room is definitely placed ." 1 
All these arguments are worth c onsidering, but the third 
one is particularly good . Under the pe r manent membership sys -
tem the respo'nsibili ty f or the entire job belongs t o one teache:r . 
I 
She can blame no one f or previous faults or expect some other 
teacher in the system to remedy her erro:r>s. This should lead 
to the best type of work . 
There are others who feel that a temporary membership in 
a homeroom is a much better proposition . They feel that there 
ar 12 many things to be g ained from it that c ould not possibly 
be secuPed by the . longer period . McKovm states the advanta ges 
1 . H. C. McKown, op . cit . Jp . 69, 
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tha t are claimed for this plan. 
"The ma in advantages of the temporary plan are that 
t he pupils have opportunities of knowing more te a chers, 
and vice versa, the teacher has opportunities of knowing 
more pupils , and thus all are broadened by these relation-
ships; that the pupils can become acquainted with more of 
their schoolmates than they could if they were with the 
s ame group for a longer period; that the novelty of the 
situation-sponsors and new homeroom mates - will add t o 
the general attractiveness of the home room plan ; and that 
if pupil-teacher relationships are not mutually pleas ant 
they will n ot be continued for long ." 1. 
Either arrangement has good features which ne ed t o be 
c onsidered when a pl an is being formulated for a particular 
building . \Vhichever seems to lend itself to the most efficient 
homeroom guidance work under the conditions in which it is to 
be u sed, is the one to be adopted. 
5. Number and Length of Homeroom Periods 
One matter which must be considered in planning a homeroo 
activi t y program is the time that can be allotted to it . If 
the homeroom is to carry on a gpidance program, it must have 
adequate t i me in whi ch to do it . Necessarily, some of the 
guidance must be individual s.nd must be given when the occa.sion 
arises regardless of any definite set time . However , mu ch of 
it can be done in groups for which a suitable time allotment 
should be made . Too many schools call the five or ten minute 
1 . H. C. McKovm, op . cit., p . 68. 
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period that is spent in the homeroom each morning a homeroom 
period. To consider it such is an absurdity, for after the 
routine tasks of attendance-taking, car ticket distribution, 
notice reading, and the formal opening exercises of the re-
quired bible re ading are completed there is not time enough 
left to do anything of a constructive nature in the line of 
guidance . A principal who ~xpects his teachers to carry out 
a real program of homeroom guidance in such a brief period is 
expect ing the impossible. It has been attempted many times 
and worse than mediocre results have caused the disparagement 
of the homeroom period. As the homeroom has those necessary 
routine duties to perform, a short period should be used for 
them, but no attempt should be made to crowd guidance work into 
the few remaining minutes. 
The number of pe r iods needed and th~ir l ength i s a quest i o a 
thHt !M.ny writers ha ve considered. The author of the following 
p9.rB.graph seems to fe el that the guidance of the homeroom is 
worthy of s everal periods during the we ek: 
" If the h omeroom te acher i s cha.rged with the r e s pon- -
sibility of any ptc.n"t of the guidance program, provisions 
must be made so that she may h ave her group alone dur i ng 
a period long enough to en abl e her to find their real 
problems and that she ma.y have e n ougl1 time free from rec -
itations t o be able to s t udy e ach individual a nd to ma ke 
the necessary con t act s with ot h e r te a che rs in the school . 
Some schools do pr ov i de for th i s _ by relievi ng the homeroom 
t eacher fr om pa rt of the teaching load and by providing a 
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homeroom period each d ay or seve ral times a we ek, in which 
real gu idance may be done . 11 1 
From this st ~1.tement it would seem that if the homeroom is 
t o have any p 8.rt in the guidance progpam, it should have a per -
iod of suff icient length to allo~v it the opportunity to r eally 
a ccomplish something . In anoth er part of th i s paper , guidance 
wA. s g i ven as the mos t i mportant f unct ion of the homeroom . Under 
these cond i t i ons it is i nterest ing to d i scover what i s conside r d 
by di fferent schools as a sufficient amount of time to carry ou , 
the ne cessary work. 
E . K. Fre tv-Je l12 who made a study of the time a l lo t ment for 
the homero om a ctivity period in o bot:tt 200 schools , s ays that 
65 pe r cent h ad 10 to 20 mi nutes daily, a nd one period 40 to 
60 minutes in length once a week ; 14 pe r cent h ad 45 to 60 
minut es one to three time s a 'Neek ; 12 per cent had 5 Elinut es 
daily; and 9 per cent had 30 mi nute s daily. 
3 
In another study that was recently made , it was found 
that t~J.e number of h omeroom pe riods r ange from one t o six or 
more B. we ek . The mos t c ormnon p r actice was a daily perioC. , ::md 
the ne xt most frequent practice was a single period weekly . The 
length of the period was found to have as wide a varj_ Em ce . Ther 
were a few schools that had less than 10 minutes and some with 
1 . A . J . J ones , '11 Principles o f Guidance "> p . 359. 
2. E . K . Fretw·ell , op . cit .) p . 36. ' 
3 . L . V. Ko os and G. N . Kefauve r , ·op ,. cit.,p . 550. 
more than 70 minutes , tv.t the majority ranged between 10 a nd 
50 minutes a day . The median for the per•iod in the junior 
high schools was 38 minutes d ail y , and a few minutes longer 
than the median in the senior and four year high schools that 
were included in the smae study. 
Different situations may demand a varying length and 
frequency of periods. Gre at care should be exerc ised in de -
termining the amount of time that wil l be sufficient to secure 
the desired results . Too long a period ma.y produce almost as 
disastrous r esults as too short a one . A very long program 
may become dull and monotonous and be incapable of producing 
worthwhile resul ts . If the periods a re held too frequen t ly, 
they may degenerate into formal classes . If they are too in-
frequent , they may lack c on tinuity . The problem that co!lfronts 
each school is to d e termine the type of period that produces 
the best results for the pB.rticul a r situation that it must 
serve . 
Under most conditions i t would seem that a five minute 
daily period at the opening of school , given over to afuninis -
trative purposes of the homeroom, and a full class period once 
a week with the homeroom tea cher f or homeroom a ctivities , sup-
plemented by one gui dance per iod a week conducted by the class 
counselor , if such a system is employed, would be a good a llot -
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ment of time. I f the homeroom c ares fo r a ll the guidance , the 
homeroom teacher should be given two ·full periods , the second 
of wh ich should be devoted to personal conferences and indiv-
idual guidance work. 
6 . Organization of the Homeroom 
It is usually wise to have the homeroom organized . The 
officers can, in many ways , be of real assistance to the teach-
er and at the same time have many opportunities to learn much 
tha t will be of great guidance value to them . The selection 
of officers for the homeroom furnishes the members a real ed-
u cational situation. Much can be learned from considering , at 
the t ime of the election, the desirable qual ities of lea.dership 
which they should wi sh to secure in their officers . The elec -
tions after such e. study very often show that the pupils have 
r eally assumed the responsibility of trying to apply this 
knov1l edge in their choice of officers . The assuming of author-
i ty h a s a very salutary effect upon both the officers and those 
who have elected them . 
The officers that need to be chosen will depend upon the 
school , the progr~am to be attempted , and the connection of the 
homeroom with the other school activities. Usually the home 
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room should h ave a president , a vice president , a secretary, 
and a tre a surer. Sometimes they are called by different names , 
but their dut ies are about the same regfJrdless of the name. In 
schools that have a student council , each homeroom usually send 
one member to repres ent it in th:=-tt body . Logically that posi-
tion should go to the president of the room 1 for he has usually 
been chosen for his leadership ability. It is only by having 
the council formed of the leaders of the school that anything 
of value can be accomplished . 
Quite a little importance is laid upon the value of having 
committees tha t will include most of the children i n one cap-
a city or another dur ing the year . The participation in the 
homeroom tasks and programs is an educational experience that 
should be given to as l a rge a number as possible of the members 
of the room. It is i mpossible to give a li s t of committees 
that would a:oply to all schools or even to all rooms within the 
same school . A committee should be dete~nined by a special nee • 
A con~ittee chosen for any other reason i s usually a farce . 
The following list 1 is suggestive of many possibilities 
of both permanent and temporary comrnittees. No room would fin 
it wise or profitable to attempt them all , but from the list 
a few helpful suggest ions might be secured . 
1. H . C. McKown , op . cit., pp . 86-91 . 
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Activity 
Art 
Athletic 
Attendance 
Bicycle 
Book 
Ba.nking 
Booster 
Bulletin Board 
CafeteriA. 
Charity 
Citizenship 
Compe titions 
Current Events 
Courtesy 
Deb at ing 
Devotionals 
Di s cipline 
Drama tics 
FinHn ce 
Fire 
Health 
Housekeeping 
Inspection 
Literary 
Locker 
Lost and Found 
Newspaper 
Pride 
Program 
Publicity 
Room 
Safety 
Scholarship 
Seating 
Service 
Social 
Success 
Suggestion Box 
Supplies 
Thrift 
Traffic 
Trip 
Usher 
Welcoming 
Welfare 
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These committees can be very helpful forces in the guida.nc 
progr gm of the homeroom of the junior hig..h. school . From the 
a ctual doing of the duties connected with the committees, many 
pra ctical lessons in living together can be learned . 
Throughou t the whole plan of organization of the homeroom 
and its a ctivity period, no scheme should be used merely be-
c~use it is of admini s trative advan t age . The ma in idea should 
be to produce the be s t possible conditions under which a worth-
while program of pupil guidance ma y be conducted . 
B . Sup ervision of the Homeroom Period 
1. Need of Supervision 
~men a decision has been made to introduce into a junior 
high school a homeroom a ctivity period for the purpose of guid-
ance , t here arises the question of who will be responsib le for 
the type o f ac t ivities that are to be carried on . The tendency 
too often has been to adopt the sch eme and then to leave the 
application of it to the ingenuity of the i ndividual teache r s 
who a re in charge of the various rooms . 
" If the home room is to be any thin g more than a place 
ror t aking care of routine mat te rs, i t c en hardly become 
so without attention to the development of e. program of 
home room activ i ty . Inquiry as to t he location of respon-
sibility for tnis development in the s chools represente d 
d i s closed tha t i n fully two - thirds each home room tea cher 
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was left to his own resources. This means that in less 
than a third of the schools was there something like a 
concerted program in operation , one that had been worked 
out by a committee of teachers, by the principal, or by 
some other person specially assigned to the task. The 
dearth until very recently of treatment of the home room 
either in educational books or periodicals has me.de sys-
tematic development loce.lly the more imperative , and even 
the emergence of such literature cannot absolve those in 
the schools of responsibility for local adaptation of pro-
posed programs .u 1 
This practice of placing the responsibility for the de-
velopment of the homeroom period completely upon the homeroom 
teacher is certainly without justification in the present ed-
ucational system, for in a well organized progressive school 
the wor k is well organized into courses of study. A teacher 
of English or history is n ot given a class and told to teach 
it without being given a rather definite outline that guides 
her in the choice of the material that she is to teach. Often 
there accompanies the outline a suggested list of devices to 
be employed to make the work more effective. The teacher , 
likewise , has the help of a head of the depe.rtment who care -
fully supervises her work to see that it is of the right type 
and thEt it fits into the unified program. 
The need of assistance in this new field is far greater 
than in the traditional subjects that were just mentioned, 
due to the fact tha t many teachers are undertaking something 
1. L. V. Koos , and G. N. Kefauver , op . cit., p . 554 . 
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t hat t hey as pupils never experi enced , and as t ea chers h a ve 
never a ttempted . The following paragraph emphasizes the fact 
that t he fa ilure of the homeroom period often results fr om 
negligence of the administrative officers in providing some 
assis tance in the nature of guidance material to be used in 
the work : 
"Some administrators assign their teachers to home 
rooms and briefly a nd h astily outline t he ob jectives of 
t he home r oom, a n d , then , without f urther help, ex pect 
t he h ome room to be a success . Almost always th i s me thod 
fa ils . How could i t do ot her wise , under the circumstances . 
Most t eachers h ave h ad no expe rience s nd little , if any , 
tr s. ining in home - room a c t i vit i es . It is like givi ng an 
i ndividual ::t n automobile without a steering wh ee l , and 
start i n,g h i m on a long j ourney , 8Xpect i n g him t o arrive 
s&.fely a t his de s tin at i on . 11 1 
l o matter how eff i c i ent a hor.J.ePo om t eache r may be , .<:m d 
how rn."ny efficient te achers there may be in a bu ilding , t he 
homeroom program as a whole is apt t o be a fa ilure if i t does 
not have some uniformi ty . I n a system in whi ch a homeroom 
teacher's class is changed each year , if the matter is left 
ent i rely to the teacher ' s judgment Hnd ingenuity , there is 
an unl i mited opportunit y f or a duplicat i on of some types of 
activities and an o~ission of many others that warrant the 
serious attention of the group . To eliminate t h e pos sibility 
of su ch a happening, s ome method shou l d be arr anged whereby 
1 . I . C. Good Hnd J . M. Cr ow , "Home - Room Activ i t i es n, p . 3. 
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the te a chAr will be furni shed a well organized program which 
will not only :nake cleax• what she is ex pected t o c on s i der with 
her cla ss but will l ikewise reveal the topics for the other 
two years. 
If su ch a p rogram is furnished the teacher, some pers on 
or persons must be responsib1e f or it , The question then to 
be considered is u pon whom thi s responsibility should rest . 
The fo llowing paragraph sug.gests that there i s need of someone , 
rega rdless of what his title may be, whose s pecial duty it i s 
ot oversee the act ivities o f the s chool - wide homeroom a c t ivity 
program : 
"It is quite evident that this intricate organization 
wi l l take quite a little administrative time in ~tting 
up and checking the pr ogr am. It may be the Pr i:nc i pal will 
hnve time enough to perform thes e duties but it is quite 
l i kely he will wish to de l e gate that authority to an 
Ass istant Principal, a Director of Extra- Curri-cular Act i v -
i t ies, or a Home Room Director . The title is unimport ant . 
The dut ies are quite important. In the faculty t~ere will 
be those teachers who i nwediately understand the policies 
and principles of the Home Room a nd put them into practicE . 
On the other h e.nd, there will be a number of faculty mem-
bers who will find it difficult to encourage and carry out 
an efficient and s atisfactory Home Room plan. The Home 
Room Director will here lend assistance . The Home Room 
contests requ i re careful planning an d plenty of publicity 
Programs must be improved , entertainment committees given 
assi stance , reports checked and filed , . along with many 
other activities. These duties in a school containing 
forty or fi f ty Home Rooms , if c arefully performed, will 
occupy the equivalent of at le a st one-half if not a ll of 
one teacher ' s time ." 1 
1. E . E . Evans and M. S . Hallman , " Home Rooms ", pp . 11-12. 
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A principal in a school of any size will have comparativel 
little time vvhich he is able to devote to organizing or super -
vising a homeroom program, hov'1ever much he may approve of it 
and wish to give it his attention . He should definitely assign 
the work to some member or members of h is faculty who will have 
sufficient time to give the program the necessary amount of 
a t tention . 
2 . A Director of Guidance 
If a director is put in charge of the homeroom act ivities , 
he may also combine with this work a general supervision of 
the club pr ogram t h at is a part of so many jun ior high schools. 
Before the pl an starts he should have ready for the teachers 
a tentative plan for the year which wil l give ma jor points to 
be covered . He should see to it tha. t the program prepared give 
enough help without being so definite that i t prevents the 
tea chers from havi ng t ime to attack the indivi dua l probl ems 
tha t may be characteristic of her group alone . The following 
list of duties has been suggested as typical of thos e which 
should come within the province of the director of homeroom 
activities : 
"1. Keep on file a copy of each student 's activity-per-
iod program, make all necessary changes in the act iv-
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ity period enrollment, and keep a constant check on 
attendance. 
2. Prepare weekly home-room suggestions for the aid of 
home-room sponsors and committees. 
3 . Check all monthly report blanks for home -room and club 
activities, and keep these. on file so that they may be 
consulted by principal or faculty members at any time. 
4 . Prepare suggestions for existing clubs and as s ist in 
the organization of new ones. Check and keep on file 
al l club a nd hom~-room constitutions . 
5. Pr epare and summarize various questionnaires that may 
.be given to the home-room in order to obtain desired 
statistics. · 
6 . Be willing a t all times to counsel with faculty mem-
bers or students -concerning their individual problems . 
7. Be one of the sponsors of the Student Council. All 
organizations center more or less around the Student 
Council, and t:a direct·or' s presence at its· meetings 
is necessary. · 
8 . Be responsible for all student elections, such as thos 
for student president, representative students , and 
Ma.y Queen. Prepare the ballots and tabulate results. 
9 . Prepare a semester summary of all clubs in the school. 
These summaries are distributed to ~1 faculty members 
" 1 school-board members , and anyone else interested. 
From this outline of duties is would seem that the directo 
of homerooms, if such a person is employed, should be the head 
coordinator between all homerooms and the school tot large . Such 
a director could do much to create in the school a unified guid 
ance program, not only by preparing helpful material for the 
homeroom teachers, but by visiting, in a supervisory capacity , 
the pe riod in a ctual progress. In this way he can more accur-
ately judge the value of his suggestions and the quality of the 
guidance that is being given . 
1. I. C. Good and J. M. Crow, op . cit._, pp .4-5. 
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In another place are found some very good statements con-
cerning the use of a director of homeroom activities. 
"The arguments for such responsibility's being cen-
tered in one individual are (a) that he is an expert in 
home room affairs, particularly in program materials, and 
that consequently he is competent to give wi se direction 
and assistance; (b) that he can visit many of the rooms 
and so may not only collect materials and ideas that can 
be passed along to other rooms, but also form a general 
estimate of the value of particular materials and methods; 
(c) that r esponsibility for the pl an is thereby pl <1 ced and 
any suc ces s or f a ilure , ca."l to e. certain extent at l east , 
be directly che.rged to this one individual , and that be-
cause he feels this res ponsibil ity he will be spurred on 
to greater effort , and consequently the program will be 
better ." 1 
3. A Cor~nittee as Supervisors 
On the other hand, there are some schools which find that 
the employment of s uch a director is a financi al i mpossibility. 
Neither is it wise for the principal to devote very much of his 
time either to constructing the program or supervising it after 
it has been constructed. Under such conditions a co~mittee 
chosen from the faculty ha s been found a very s a tisfa ctory 
means not only for the compilat ion of the material to be used 
but for the supervision of the homeroom periods that are to 
make use of it. Many schools that could afford a director are 
said to feel tha t an organization built around a faculty com-
mittee is far more desirable. 
1. H. C. McKown, op . cit., p. 45. 
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'tThe arguments in favor of a faculty comrni ttee are 
(a) that the teachers who have home rooms are closer to 
the real problems and difficulties than an administrative 
officer ·and consequently have a grasp of the situation 
tha t such ~n officer cannot have; (b) that the sponsors 
themselves , because they have a close r contac t wi th their 
colleagues than with superiors , will respond more readily 
when called upon by the faculty committee than if this 
activity represente~ a duty more or less 'assigned' by 
the administration . 1 
From a consideration of the matter it would appear tha.t 
some individual or central comraittee should be a coordinator 
of the work of the various homeroom teachers to the extent 
that the responsibility will not be delegated to so many dif-
ferent people with so many varied ideas or lack of ideas. Only 
by such a method can a unified type of guidance be developed 
throughout the school. 
1. H. C. McKown , op . cit 'J p . 45. 
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CHAPTER V. 
Representative Homeroom Activity Programs 
The homeroom activity period has in the pa st twelve 
years received much publicity. The books a nd ma g a zine article 
tha t h a ve dealt with the subject have, in ma ny cases, produced 
very convincing a rguments concerning the need for and the 
v a lue of such a period. From time to time there have appeared 
brief accounts of the practices employed or the problems dis-
cussed i n some individual school or school system. Occasiono.l 
the plan of a day 1 s program h a s been included to illustra te 
what is being done by the school in connection with s ome p ar-
ticularly interesting problem of guidance. 
However thought provoking these examples may be, they 
u sually fail to portray adequately to the reader the possib-
ilities of the entire program. Seldom has a writer, in the 
brief space thHt a magazine article afforded, been able to 
give a s a tisfa ctory working schedu~e of a comprehensive pro-
gr am. To rea lly apprecia te the possibilities of a homeroom 
period, one should observe it again a nd a gain. When this 
p r oves i mpossible, as it usually does, a detailed account of 
the problems of the year, or better s till of the three years 
of the junior high, should be secured in order to subject it 
to the careful scrutiny and analysis necessary to determine 
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whether it has the inherent possibilities of producing results 
commensu~c>ate wi th the claims that have been made. 
If a study of a program is being made, some definite 
standard by which it may be judged should be kept in mind. 
One similar to the fo l lowing might be convenient to use. In 
order to accept this as a st andard by wh ich the programs that 
a r e to be mentioned in this chapter may be judged the author 
fe els it necessary to omit tha t part of the third chara cter-
istic which delega tes to the home room the observance of holi-
days and memorials. This does not come within the subject of 
guidance and is much bett e r adapted for ma t eria l for assembly 
programs. It is very unwise for t he homeroom to try to assu...rne 
responsibility for too many unrelated activities. 
"A planned program of activities, which is es s ential 
for homeroom organization, has the following character-
istics: {l) It states a set of clearly defined general · 
ob j ectives as well as specific a ims for each semester, 
and suggests activities pointing out desirable outcomes 
a s a means of coordinating and unifying the efforts of 
the administrat ive group in a given grade and for the 
entire school; (2) it provides for d ifferent and pro-
gr essive activities for successive semesters of t h e 
pu pil's progress through school; (3) it provides for the 
observance of holidays and memoria ls and includes a bib-
l iogr aphy on 9.Vailable mn t eri al, s o a s to economize energy 
on the part of the teachers; (4) it does not require the 
homeroom to follow an outline of suggested activities rig-
idly, but a llows freedom to pursue t h e line of most value 
to the particula r group; (5) the effective adviser is 
h ampered ·by adhering to a strict plan only in such routine 
duties a s a id in eff icient administration, the d efinite 
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outline of activities having most va lue for the inexper-
ienced adviser; (6) it provides a contact with the c entral 
aQministrat ion of the school through repres entation in 
student cooper a tive affairs, in the promotion of s chool 
a ctivities, ticket s ales, intranrura l sports, snd such 
other con tests as find their n atural course through a 
small unit. It is the agency for con.n.ecting the pupils 
directly with the developmental life of the school which 
runs concurrently with the a ca demic a ctivities.n 1 
If one is interested in constructing a program for a 
school or in merely making a comprehensive study of those 
programs used in representative schools, it would seem an 
easy matter to procure either by purchasing or borrowing a 
l a rge number of these for a compar ative study. Strange as it 
may seem, this is not a lways the c ase, for t he author h ad 
gre a t difficulty in securing material tha t was a t all ade qu ate 
for such a study. From a list of over thirty school systems 
throughout the country, all of them known to have junior high 
systems and most of t h em credited with h a vLTlg the home room 
a ctivity program, only five deta iled courses could be secured. 
A ma jority of the schools r e plied to the let ter tha t wa s 
s ent, ans wering very courteous ly the quest ions tha t were a sked 
and expres s ing regrets tha t they were un able to supply the 
desired course of study, usu ally for one of the following 
reas ons: (1) that t he programs wer e ou:b of print; (2) tha t 
they h ad no definite program; (3) t hat mimeographed ma t erial 
was furni shed weekly as the need a ros e and was not in conven-
1. M. F. Hyde, op. cit.1 p. 229. 
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i ent form f or distribution; ( 4 ) tha t t h e program was n e cess aril 
in such a sta te of transition tha t it was not fe asible to form-
ula te a de tailed progr am . 
Several of the schools sent a few sampl e lessons which 
h ad be en mimeogra phed . . These were intere s ting and s omewh a t 
h e l pful, but were too fragment ary . to be of much va lue to one 
tyr ing t o secure from them a definite picture of the work tha t 
wa s be ing a ttempte d . Howeve r, even from these random s amplings 
of m "' t e ria l s there is evidence of a s incere at tempt on the part 
of many s chool s t o ma ke t h is period of real v a lue in the guid-
anc e of youth. 
The five cities of Lakewood, Ohio; \'iiichit a , Kansas; Min-
ne a polis , Minnesota ; Los Angeles, Calif ornia; and Waterloo, 
Iowa furnished very helpful ma t eria l in the form of manuals 
which a r e used in their respective s chool systems. A dis-
cussion of the s e, with illus tr ative mat eria l, fo l lows . 
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A. Lakewood Program 
1. Description of Program 
The school system of Lakewood, Ohio, is one that not only 
is attempting to do a good piece of work for itself, but a lso 
is doing a real service to those inte rested in the homeroom 
movement by making a vailable to them a t a small sum a volum-
inous mimeographed course of stu~y of one hundred and twenty 
1 
page s which is devoted t o t he subject of g roup guidance. 
This course was compiled by a grou p of te a che rs in s e rvice who, 
by their tra ining and expe rience were thought to be pa rticul a rl 
qualified for such a task. 
The first eighty-seven pages are given over a lmost wholly 
to the top ics of educa tion al and vocationa l guidance.. This 
material h ns been so pl anned tha t it meets the subject matter 
re quirements of a major subject in the socin.l scie nce field. 
The class meets five times a we ek for nineteen we eks during the 
fir s t semeste r• .of t J1.e ninth grade. During the s econd seme ste r, 
i nd ividua l conferences are held to advise concerning educationa 
,. nd voc a tional pl ans. These classes are t aught by trained 
vocational counselors or specially tra ined tea chers who a re 
g iven time to ke e p informed on occupa tiona l opportunities and 
1. n Guida nce hogram, A Tent a tive Course of Study for Junior 
High School 11 J La kewood, Ohio 1932 . 
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on the be s t me thods of pres enting this informa tion. From this 
manual it is seen tha t guidance in the ninth grade is given 
to traine d counselors and is not left to the care of the home-
room teachers. 
The rest of the manual is devoted to a homeroom guidance 
program. The genera l purposes of the work in the seventh and 
eighth gr ades are expressed in the follo·wing brief paragra phs: 
"In the experience of the child the change from ele-
mentary to junior high school is progress from simple to 
rather complex environment. It is the function of this 
guidance program to help the child understand and appre-
ciate that environment that he may react toward it effec-
tively and for the betterment of himself and the group. 
"The course for Grade 7B provides a working knowledge of 
the junior high school, its subjects, organizations , and 
its f acilities. Through this knowledge the pupil should 
become more alert to his responsibilities and learn to 
play his pa rt in the various activities of school life. 
11 The courses for Grade 7A and 8B have as a fundamentail 
purpose the building of character imbued with the desire 
for service and thE: development of good manners. 
"In the 8A group, the guidance plans center a round 
the laws governing attendance and work. This unit of 
guidance i s pl anned to meet the ps.rticuler needs of those 
who must leave school to go to work and those who need to 
do part-time work in orde r to stay in school." 1 
Although the homeroom teachers are in chArge of the guid-
arice work of these t wo years, they are not held responsible for 
ma t erial which can better be given by a specialist. They h ave 
the help of the librarian and the tra ined vocational counselor 
in problems th8.t come in the field of either one. In this 
1. Op. cit., p. 5· 
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school system the homeroom teache r is not expected to be a 
specialist in guidance. She is, however, in matt ers of a less 
technical n a ture, supposed to be the friend and guide of her 
homeroom group. 
2. Ill us tra tive Material 
The materi a l of the program is :so a rranged that there is 
one main unit for each of t h e half . years of the two grades, 
making four in all. Each unit is minutely worked out under 
the following headings: 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
VII. 
Objectives 
Elements of the Unit 
Procedure-Activities 
References 
Voc abulary To Be Developed 
Tests · 
Outcomes and Understandings 
Each main unit is divided into several sma ller probl ems, 
ranging from five to seven in number according to the number 
of parts into which the material can be logically sepa r a ted. 
The s econd topic of each main unit li s ts these small e r problems 
and their subdivisions. The problems which have been decided 
upon a re as follows: 
Grade 7B Unit 1. Orienta tion and Guidance 
A. You r Schedule Card and Its Implications 
B. The Contribution of the Junior High School to Your 
Educ a tion 
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c. 
D. 
E. 
Grade 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
Gra de 
A. 
B. 
,., 
v. 
D. 
E . 
F. 
Grade 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E . 
V'Jhat the School Activities and Organizations Are 
and Their Value 
How to Use the Library 
How to Study Each Sub ject 
7A. Unit II. Orient at ion and Gu idance 
Yow You Can Ser e Your School 
Ideals of the S~hool and Individual Ideals 
Thrift in TDne and Money 
The Pr ogr am of Studies in the Junior High School 
sB. Unit III. Orienta tion and Guidance 
Manne rs in School 
Manners out of School 
Self-reliance and Dependa bility 
Control of One's Disposition 
Personal Appearance and Persona lity 
Choice of Electives 
SA. Unit IV. Orienta tion and Guidance 
Attendance Laws 
Child Labor Laws 
Distribution of Ch ild Labor in Cleveland 
Accordi ng to Mis s Mildred M. Hickman's study of 
11 Junior Wage Earners in Cleveland '' in 1930 
Loc al Educational Opportunities 
The Ninth Grade Program of Studies and the High 
School Curricula 
To show with ·wh a t deta il the smaller problems of each 
main unit are arranged, some illus tra tive material is included. 
The fir st problem under the first unit will serve the purpose. 
Grade 7B. Unit I. Orientation a nd Guidance 
Problem A. 
I. Obj ective 
A. To learn to pnr ticipate in the organization of 
the school. 
II. Topic 
A. Your Schedule Ca rd and Its Implications 
1. Time s chedule for periods 
2. School subjects 
a. Book subjects 
b. Hand subj ects 
3. Books, supplies and the Book Room 
4 . Room location and building arrangement 
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5. Lockers and lock~ 
a. Keep the combina tion to yourself 
b. Co s t and rent a l charges 
6 . Entre.nces and exits 
a . Before and a ft e r school 
b. During the lunch hours hours 
c. During fire drills 
7. The Cafete ria 
a. Procedure 
b. A bal anced meal 
c. The lunch box and its contents 
8. Gymna sium work 
a. Re quirements 
III. Proced~e Activities 
A. Sug gested Approaches 
1. A hospit•ble welcome to the new school 
2. Sale of s chool handboo~s 
3 . A "personally conducted" tour of t h e build ing 
4. Individual Schedule c a rds given to each pu p il 
5 . Room numbers indica ted on card should b e n ote , 
on tour. 
H Activities 
~ching Unit ~ The Schedule CRrd and Its Implic a tions 
1. The home room te a ch er will need to present much of 
this ma terial, using the handbook as a me s.ns of em-
pha sis on facts of imrneaiate need to the pupils. It 
is the introduction to the new school routine nnd re-
quirements. 
2. On the diagram of the building in the h a ndbook , in-
dicate by number the p e riod in each room to which you 
go a ccording to your schedule. 
3. Make a lis t of all the book sub jects t aught in tb e 
Juni or High School . 
4 . Make a lis t o£ exits tha t you would use in fire drills 
5 . . Mark all your gymnasium clothes . . 
IV. Refe rences 
Te Bching Unit A. The Schedule and Its Implications 
1. Eme rson Junior High School Handbook, 1932 
2. Gall e.gher, Ralph E . - Courses and CHreei•s - Ha rpe rs, 
1930 pp. 81 - 84 
3 . Harding Junior High School Ha ndbook of Information 
1931 pp.9-13, 20, 26 -28, 46 -49 
4. Holbrook and McGregor - Our Junior High School, Allyn 
and Ba con, 1930, pp. 20-32, 48-90 
Our World of Work, 1930, pp. 1-13 
5. Horrwe Mann Junior High School-Handbook of Informa tion 
for Entering Students, 1930-1931, pp. 12-23 
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v. 
VI. 
VII. 
6 . Springfield Public Schools, Springfield, :Mas s a chuse tts 
A Tentative Course of Study f o r Junior High School 
Grades VII and VII in Guidance, 1928, pp. 4,5 (For the 
teacher) 
Vo c abul :?..ry to be deve loped (Based on the whole unit) 
Te sts (Based on the whole unit 
Out comes and Underst anding s 
1. An exact knovvledge of the time schedule for p e riods 
2. The h abit of being supplied with the necessary e quip-
ment for each class. 
3 . A kno wledge of t he location of the fire drill e x it s 
4 . The desire to use good table manners in the c a feteria 
5. The ability to find one's way a bout the s chool withou 
los s of time. 
6 . A knowledge of Junior High S chool Subjects 
7. A knowledge of School Rules and r egul a tions and a n 
appre ciat i on of their need. 
8 . A sense of responsibility for the care of school 
property 
9. A kn owledge of gymnas ium requirements 
3 • Comrnen t s 
When the Lakewood program is conside red in the light of th 
1 
cha r a cte r i s tics tha t are desirable in a homeroom pro gr a m, it 
is found tha t not many of them a re l e.ck i ng . It would be dif-
ficult t o find any program that h a d a mor e definite set of ob-
jectives and desired ou tc omes for each semest e r. Ea ch unit is 
very c a refully ·organized so that the teache r h a s provided for 
her u se not only a definite program to be followe d , but a 
suggest e d lis t of activities by which she may develop it. An 
ext ensive bibliography i s a lso furnished for e a ch unit. The 
top ics tha t are discussed a re a rranged to meet the needs of the 
1. M .F. Hyde , op. cit., p. 229. 
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child a t the different grade levels. Some of its problems 
are planned to provide a conta ct with 2 centra l organization. 
However , if one s tudies the progr am ve r y carefully, s ome 
f au l t s appe ar. The minute deta il wi th which each problem is 
pl anne d l e aves little chance for origina lity. The f a ct tha t 
lists of " words to be mB. stered" and tests are furnished with 
each unit · gives the plan too much the appearance of "lessons 
to be t aught. tt 
The homeroom guidance period comes once a we ek a nd is 
fifty minutes in length. This is supplemente d by brief daily 
periods f or the ne cessary administrative. duties that are a 
part of the res ponsibilities of the homeroom. For the ex-
tensive program tha t is planned, another period could be used 
to advantage. 
Under a very skillful te acher, this pl an could be developed 
in such a way tha t it would give the pupils me.ny experi ences in 
re a l living . Under an a verage te acher , it could become just 
another teacher-domina ted cl ass. 
B. Wichita Program 
1. Description of Program 
The Hoosevelt Intermediate School of Wichita, Kansas, 
has a rranged for the use of its te a chers and pupils three 
1 mim~ographed manuals devoted to the work of homeroom guidance. 
Ea ch rn~.nua l con t a ins problems to be conside red by one of the 
grades of the school. These wanuals were compiled by a committ'1e 
of teEC.:-Jers who received help and suggestions from the entire 
f a culty. 
The work for each year is divided into two definite parts, 
on e for e a ch semester. While the problems tha t a re pl anned a re 
those t h a t should be of intere st t~ pupils, there does not 
a p pe a r to be any v e r y logical reas on for including many of 
them in a homeroom program. Such topics as "Heroes of Pea ce", 
or "Conaervation of Natural Resources" ·would be much better 
a d a pted to the regula r lessons in socia l sciences. The follow-
ing to p ics which are the problems tha t are discusse d in the 
three gr a des will give an idea of the work tha t is covered: 
2. Illustra tive Mat e rial 
Grade 7B 
1. Know Your School 
2. Yillow Your Schoolma tes 
3. Election of Home Room Officers 
1. '"Manuals ofHome Room Activities for Development of Citizen-
ship, Roosevelt Intermediate School,' ' Wichita, Kansas. 
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4. Choosing Right Friends 
5. Pets · 
6. Manners and Right Conduct at School 
7. Safety 
8. Social Program 
9. Heroes of Pe ace 
_ Gr8.de 7A. 
1. Ge t A.cquainted 
2 . Election of Home Room Officers 
3 . Out of Doors in Wichita 
4. Favorite Books and f1'Iagazines 
5 . Hobbies 
6 . Thrift 
7. Some School Problems 
8. Heroes of Handicaps 
9. Res ponsibility 
Grade 8B. 
1. Ge t Ac quainted 
2. ..t:.:.lection of Home Room Officers 
3 . Flag Program 
4 . Health 
0 . Thrift 
6 . Manners and Right Conduct in Public 
7 . Interesting People 
8 . Advantages of Educ a tion Above Eighth Grade 
9. Surprise Day 
Gr Hde 8A 
1. Get Acquainted _ 
2. El e ction of Home Room Officers 
3 . Out of Doors i n Wichita 
4 . World Frie ndship: 
5. Hobbies 
6 . Choosing My Electives 
7. Noted Negro Leaders 
8. Personality 
9. Initiative 
Gr ade 9B 
1. Get acquainted 
2. El e ction of Home Room Officers 
3. Kansas Day Program 
4. Authors and Their Books 
5. Sa fety 
6 . Know America 
7. The Charm of Courtesy 
8. Educationa l Guidance 
9. Benefits from Trees and Forests 
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GrRde gA 
1. Get Ac quainted 
2 . Election of Home Room Of ficers 
3 . Out of Doors in Wichita. 
4. The. Newspaper 
5 . Occupa tions 
6. Questions on Occupat i ons 
7. Study of High School Handbo9k 
8. Conservation of Natural Resources 
9. Qualities That Make for Success 
An illus tra tion of one of the sample lessons is g iven 
below: 
The Cho. rm of Courtesy, gB 
11 As A Man Thinketh, So Is He. 11 
A Read or tell storie s illus trating courtesy such a s 
1. The Sun and the Windl--1iV'orth vVhile Storie s - 210 
2. Sir V.a l ter Ra lei r)l 
3 . The Miraculous Pitcher- Gayley- Classica l Myths 
p. 78 
B. Poems a nd courtesy maxims 
c. Discuss the elements of courtesy which are: 
1. Reverence 
2. Self control 
3. Gentleness 
4. ~uick Sympathy 
5. ~uick helpful~ness 
6. Cheerfulness 
D. Common courtesies 
E . Importance of cou rtesy and good manners 
1. One's self 
2. Others 
3. Society 
F. Charm of courtesy and good manners 
1. Speech 
2. Dress 
3. Manner 
3. Oonnnents 
Vfuen this program is examine d a s a whole, it is found tha t 
it complies with some, but not a ll, of the characteri s tics that 
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are the requisites of a good homeroom program. Some of its 
weak spots are that it fails to give a well defined set of 
general objectives, specific aims of e ach semester, and desir-
a ble outcomes. Occasionally an objective is given for one of 
the individual problems. The l a ck of written objectives may 
appe ar more serious than it really is for t he principal, in 
a letter to the author of this paper, me_de the follovling gen-
eral statements: 
"The plan's main objective is the development and 
growth of the ability to properly evalua te the factors 
in life's situa tions and the courage to act accordingly. 
Guidance is the foundation of the whole scheme." 1 
Vfuile the progrrunsof the three grades are different, and 
some of the topics are pl a ced to meet a definite need in a pa r-
ticula r ye ar, many of them seem to have been chosen a t r andom 
to fill the various da tes tha t were left open. A limited bib-
liography is furnished with some of the problems. 
A good feature of the progre_m is that the m8terial and 
topics tha t are given are only sugges tive. The tea chers are 
expected to use their own originality in adding or omitting 
wh a tever material the occ a sion may demand. Anothe r point in 
its favor is that it affords an opportm1ity for con tact with 
the central organization. Each homeroom in its election 
chooses one of its members to represent it in the school coun-
cil. 
1. Persona l letter from Frank K. Reid, da ted Janu~ry 9, 1934. 
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The homeroom is allotted one hour each we ek for t h e a ctiv-
ity period. Every other week this hour p eriod is devoted to 
persona l conferences with individua l pu pils. Each mor ning a 
s h ort period is devoted to r eutine duties t hat come within t he 
province of t h e homeroom. Much a dditiona l time i s given to the 
work . 
Although t h e p l an h a s severa l evident we a lmesses, it is a 
cred ita ble a ttempt toward producing a workable homeroom guid-
ance progr am . If the s chool h a s no voc a tiona l and educ a tiona l 
guid anc e work beside t h i s period, it woul d possibly be better 
to a llow t wo periods e a ch wee k , one for the regular homeroom 
guidance program, a nd the other for pe r sona l inte r views. 
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I r 
l >r 
c. Minne a polis Program 
1. De scri ption of Program 
.A.t a f a culty meeting of t h e Wendell Phillips Jun ior Hi gh 
School of Minnea polis, Minn esota , which was held in March, 1933 
a committee was a ppointed by the principal, :M.r. Cl arence E . 
Blume, to analyze the Hctivities of the homeroom in tha t school 
in or d e r to di s cover the strength and we aknesses of the program 
s o t h At s ome means might be found to ma ke it more effective. 
The r e sults of the s tudy convinced t h e committee tha t, a lthough 
much good work was being a ccomplis hed, an integrated pr og r am 
was la c k ing . Kee ping tha t f a ct in mind the committee att empted 
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to produce a prog r am tha t would have coordina tion and continuitir. 
IJ:'h e results of this work are to be found in a mime ographe d man-
1 
u a l of eighteen p ages. Pa.rt I, "Prin ciples and Philosophy of 
the H,ome - Room", furnishes among many othe r thing s the obj e ctive ~ 
o f t h e pro gr am which a re expressed a s follows: 
!. 11 To a id in the administra tion of t h e school thr ough 
the home-room a s a unit. 
2. 'l'o develop a sense of belong ing to and of being l oya 
t o the school through loyalty to the home-room group 
3 . To furnish an oppor tunity and provide for pupils 
being initi a ted into intelligent and co-ope r a tive 
participa tion in s chool ide a ls and a ctivities. 
4 . To est ablish cont a cts with the entire student body 
and to cre a te a f eeling of , pa rticipa tion in school 
1. "The Home-Room, Its Functions 8.nd Organization" , viendell 
Phillip s Junior High School, Minne a po b is, Minnes ota . 
a ffa irs through ·home-room repre senta tion--i. e ., 
student council, etc. 
5. To develop initia tive and lea dership by providing 
opportunity for s tudents to practice many types o 
initia tive a nd leadership. j 
6. To build a spirit of cooperation and c·onfidence J 
between sponsor and pupils and to give opportunity · 
for the intimate acquaint a nce necess ary to ethit:cai 
and educa tiona l · guidance. 
7. To provide guidance of such s trong instinctive 
tendencies as gregariousness, love of a pprova l, 
desire for mastery, rivalry, md desire for physi-
c a l an d menta l activi t y . · 
8 . To develop the ability to choose wise l eaders Hnd 
to become loya l, yet critica l, followers. 
9 . To d e finitely guide pu pil s in educationa l a ctiv-
itie s chiefly in the intelligent choosing of el e c 
tive subjects and courses. 
10. To develop social poise. 
11. To give information and ins pir a tion " 
Par t II is devoted to the organization. It outlines t h e 
work of t h e officers and committees t h at it suggest s for t h e 
homeroom . It likewise includes a short constitution which i s 
sugges tive of one which should be adopted by the homeroom. Th e 
homeroom me e ting is di s cussed. The f a ct tha t the te .s.cher shoul 
en de a vor to keep in the bRc kground i s pa rticul :::-rly stresse d . 
The following methods of conducting the homeroom progr ams we re 
s u gges te d : 
"1. Informa l discussions led by pu p ils or tea cher 
2. Programs pl anned and g iven by pu pils unde r the 
direction of the te a cher. 
3. Pl ays, pa g entry, ~md drama tizations 
4 . Deba te s and lectures 
5 . Poems or exc e rpts from spe e ches 
6 . Committee work 
7. Self-ra ting scales 
8 . Intra -hom@-room contests 
9. Inte r -home-room contests 
10. Exchan g e of home-room programs 
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11. Talks by individuals from other home-rooms. 
12. The school creed and its meaning by members of 
the Student Council 
13. Use of other te a chers, counselors, or principa l 
in conducting program. " i 
Part III which includes nirie pages gives a brief but 
r a ther practical progr.am based on the following four problems: 
I. Routine Informa tion Needs 
II. Classroom Information Needs 
III. General School Activities Informa tion Needs 
IV. "Knowledge of Living" Information Needs 
These four problems are ,used for all three years, but it 
is suggested that the first three, if g iven adequate attention 
in the seventh grade will ha ve to be only incidentally touched 
upon, a s the :need may arise, in the other two grades. 
2. Illustrative Material 
In order to show the type of material that is us ed, the 
following topics, omitting all ·details, have been selected: 
.Seventh 
I. 
II. 
III. 
Grade Program of Activities 
Routine InformHtion Needs 
1. What to do when absent or tardy 
2. Building traffic regulations 
3. Locker regula tions · 
4. Lunch time and the use of the lunchroom 
5. Seventh hour detention 
6. The Assembly 
7. Enrollment into classes 
8. Sess ion preparedness 
9. 11 VVh a t do you want to known hour 
10. Other information needs tha t may develop 
Classroom Information Needs 
1. The "make-up day 11 
2. Classroom prepa redness 
~ . Study 
General School Activities Information Needs 
1. The home-room 
2. The Phillipian 
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3. 
4. 
5 ·' 6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Leadership positions at Phillips 
The National Junior Honor Society 
The report-period honor roll 
Letter a wards, other recognition 
Clubs 
Orchestra 
Home-room visita tion 
The General School Assembl y 
IV. Knowledge of living Informa tion Needs 
1. Guidance 
a. Social guidance 
b. Moral guidance 
c. Leisure guidance 
d. Thrift guidance 
e. Health guidance 
f. Educ a tiona l guidance 
2. Programs of inspirational nature 
a. Talks by council membe rs, marshals, vis i tc tr>s_. 
ad vis orJ and others 
b. Selected reading 
c. Poster making 
d. Exchange of news, stories, etc~ 
3. Special Days 
(Chri stmas , Thanksgiving , Memorial Day to be 
in Assemblie s) 
a. Lincoln--Life stories for pupil inte rest 
b. Washington--Life stories for pu pi l int e re::t 
c. Fl ag Day--Emphasis upon etiquette of the 
fl ag 
d. Arbor Day--Discussion of tre e s, tree poem:: 
The following items tha t are subtopics under socia l guid-
~nce in the outline for the seventh grade g ive an idea of the 
n ature of the material tha t composes the progr am : 
1. Pe rsona lity--i t s va lue, especia lly in the life 
of the nevi Junior High School pupil 
2. Cou rtesy--to each othe r and to a dults 
3 . Self discipline 
4. Ne a tness 
5. Conversation requirements 
6 . Alertness 
7. Cooperation 
8 . Temperament 
9. Menta l h abits 
10. Sympa thy 
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11. Getting acquainted 
12. Friends and advisors 
3. Comments 
Vocation~:tl guidance is a sub-topic tha t receives no a tten-
tion in the seventh grade and is given only a minor place in 
the other two ye ars. It is very closely connected with educa-
tional guidance and consists of a study of the requirements 
for special vocational courses. 
1 If the program is measured by the characteri stics that 
are considered desirable in a homeroom, it will be found tha.t 
several of them a re evident. While the a.cti vi ties for the 
separate grades follow the same general scheme, they do comply 
with the suggestion of being different and progressive. They 
a re only tentative and allow the te a che r to u s e her initiative. 
V:hile the topics for discussion do n ot sugge s t any connection 
with a central organization, the second part of the outline 
gives a very det a iled account of the homeroom officers, com-
mittees, Pnd meetings and includes among the officers a. rep-
r esentative to the s chool council. 
While the program is given in a very brief form, the com-
mittee that presents it suggests in the recommendations tha t 
elaborating committees be appointed to prepare for the grades 
by semesters deta iled outlines which should include the com-
1. M. F. Hyde, op. cit., p 229. 
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pilation of material suitable for such purposes. 
Although several well expressed objectives are given for 
t h e program as a whole, no separa te ob jectives are sta ted for 
the sepa rate semesters or for the specia l topics. Thi s f ault 
is due probably to the fact that the program is merely ten-
tative an d is awaiting the erua rgement that will come from 
the elaborating committees. 
Anothe r criticism tha t might be made i s tha t there is in-
cluded in the program ma teri a l for special days tha t might 
better be u s ed for the general assembly of all the gr ades and 
classes. 
The high regard with which the homeroom a ctivity pe riod 
is held in this school is evidenced by the fact that it is 
given t wo periods a week. The second period of the day, con-
sidered the best by many, is devoted to the project. The 
routine tasks a re attended to in a brief daily morning period. 
Although the program shows tha t the re is much to be done be-
fore it will really satisfy the commi t tee tha t h a s compile d it, 
a good ste.rt has been made toward a very necessary type of 
junior high s chool activity. 
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D. The Los Angeles Plan 
1. Description 
The Los Angeies School Department h a s accepted the homeroo p. 
guidance activity a s e. vit a l part of its educational program. 
In or der to h ave this movement well organized, a specia l com-
cittee on homeroom guidance, working under the direction of the 
Los Angeles High School Principals ·• Association, was forme d to 
prepare an outline for the use of the te a che rs who were in 
cha rge of the homerooms . As a result of the efforts of this 
connnittee, thre e mimeographed manuals of over fifty pages e a ch 
h ave been prepared, and three more are in the process of con-
struction. The intention is to have a sepa rate manual for each 
of the six semest e rs of the junior high school. Tl;le first thre 
which a re now a vailable give a very good idea of the program a s 
a whole. 
The material which is used in these manua ls is so arranged 
tha t the program i s divided into the following t h ree parts: 
7th Year -------------Orientation-Inte~gration 
8th Ye ._r -------------Exploration-Adjustment 
9th Ye a r ------------- Educational Stimul a tion 
1 
A st a tement th a t is taken from the B7 manual give s a very 
g ood idea of the Los Angeles committee's interpreta tion of guid~ 
1. Los Angeles City School Di s trict, Course of Study, B7 
Home-Room Guidance 
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ance in the homeroom: 
"It is true that the homeroom guidance program shoul 
depend upon the needs of the particular group; that it 
should be original, enthusiastic, spontaneous, md free, 
tha t the activities should vary. However, there are cer-
t a in general ends toward which all should aim, if ou:r. 't'ork 
is to result in an articula ted growth for pupil self-dir-
ection and rea lization. Organized effort toward a definit 
end is more effect i'Ve than scattered effort without aim. 
It is, therefore , the ·purpose of this report to r e connnend 
tha t the homeroom guidance . progrBm be organized in pro-
gressive, e.rticulnte experiences tha t afford opportunity 
for pupil self-discovery, adjustment and gro~rth. This 
being kept in mind, some of the best practices of good 
teachers have been compiled as indicative of wha t h a s been 
done successfully. It is hope d that they may serve to 
show a way or guide those who have felt lost or inadequate 
in achieving successful results in homeroom guidance pro-
cedures. It is fully appreciated tha t to standardize a 
homeroom guidance program is a f a.llacy, but it is a .fact 
tha t te achers are ·1n need of aid and devices. 11 
2. Illustrative Material 
The number and size of the manuals make it unwise to at~ 
tempt to · give a detailed account of the contents of each. Some 
material that has been s elected from the B7 manua l will give 
an idea of the .subjects tha t receive homeroom attention. It 
will be noted that as a whole the seventh grade topics keep 
very closely to the topic of orient ation which is the theme 
of tha t yea r's work. 
List of Activities ~or B7 Homeroom Orientation Pr ogr am 
--- ---
1. Cordial welcome from school representatives 
2. The making of the first records including the progr 
of classes 
3. Acquainting the pupils with the Physical environment 
the new school 
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4. Acquainting the pupils with the time schedule, im-
portant attendance rules, fl.nd safety regul a tions 
5 . Using the homeroom discussion period as a cle a ring 
house for new impress ions 
6 . Ac quainting the pupils with the important personnel of 
the new school 
7. Beautification of school grounds and building 
8 . Getting better adquainted with the daily program and 
cla ss activities; 
9. How to mB.ke the best use of the supe rvised study per-
iod, and suggestions for home study,; 
10. The organization of the homeroom on some democra tic 
basis 
11. Parliamentary pr actice in the homeroom 
12. Discussion of the homeroom program 
13 . The homeroom club program 
14. Acqua intance with t h.e school creed, color_, and song 
15. Acquaintance with scholarship honors 
1 6 . Acquaint ance vdth citizenship honors P~d other awards 
17. Getting a c quainted with student organizations and a ct 
ities 
18. The functions of othe r s chool organizations 
19. Becoming acquainted with ma jor school publications 
20. Other school publicatiom 
21. Pr eparing for a homeroom party 
22. Carr ying on friendly relations wiht the homes in the 
form of a homeroom tea 
23 . The persona l interview between the teacher and ind iv-
idual pupils 
24 . Socia l service in the homeroom 
25. Choice and preparation of a homeroom candidate for a 
school office 
26 . School courtesy and standa rds of conduct 
27. Training for good manners in the school cafeter i a 
28. Training for good manners in a public assembly 
29. Biogr!:tphical studies for character training 
30. A successful worker and method s of measuring on e 's 
accomplishments. 
These topics are much the same as those tha t will be f 
in a l mo s t any deta iled program for fuomeroom guidance. 
me.tters tha t mus t be given at tention if the pupi ls are to be 
properly oriented in their s chool life. 
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In orde r to illus tra te the mann e r in which each of these 
t opics is ela borated, topic five of the B7 a ctivitie s will be 
given in full. 
Us ing the homeroom discus s ion period a s a cle aring 
hous e for new i~ressions. 
A. Gene r a l procedure 
Thi s activity shoul d make the pupil feel more at 
home in the n ew school, and bett er acquainted with his 
cl a ssma tes through the c ommon medium of expe riences. 
Wrong impressions · can irrn:nediate ly be corrected and n e w 
loya ltie s Jormed from new impressions. 
B . Ad ditional suggestions 
1. Pupils will report on and discuss: 
a. Humorous h a ppening s of the first day 
b. Lost in a new school 
c. My opinion of the s chool 
d. My impre ssion of forme r pupils 
e. Wh Bt I like a bout my n ew s chool (stress ideals 
here ) 
f. In who t ways is the ,Junior high school dif-
ferent from the elementnry? 
g . The a dvanta ges of changing tea chers a nd cl a ss-
rooms 
h. The u s e of the supe rvised study p eriod 
i. Vfu.y h a ve a homero·om? (Stress homeroom ideal~) 
2. Debat e on of the dis cussion top ics. 
In a ddition to the outline which is quite closely confinec 
to orienta tion, the te a cher is furnished with inspira tional anc 
recreationa l ma t eria l which she ma y h ave an opportunity to u s e 
a s the need may appea r. Jl..mong these are: 
1. ~uotationsbearing on Self-control and ~ourtesy 
2. Sample Creeds 
a. School Creed 
b. The American's Creed 
c. Washingt on's Rules for Conduct 
d . Children's Morali t y Code -Hutchins 
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3. Type s of Parties 
4 . List of Games tha t have proved successful for 7B Home-
rooms. 
5. Books for t he homeroom library 
3 • Conunen t s 
The se me.nuals show tha t an irmnense amount of work h a s be en 
done by the connnittee. They like:wise reveal tha t Los Angeles 
highly value s the homeroom's pl ace in t he guidance progr2.m for 
no city would ha ve its teachers spend so much time e.nd energy 
compiling material for an activity that was merely a side issue l 
A good feature of the program is that, although it out-
lines in great detail the topics that may be covered in a yeBr, 
it definitely sta tes tha t it is a f alla cy to expect a homeroom 
pl an to be rigidly followed. The material is merely suggestive ~ 
The topics for discussion and the activities to be pur-
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sued are planned to meet the varying needs of the different gra~es 
The thoroughnes s with which the problem of orient a tion is cov-
ered in the seventh grade leaves the field open for exploration 
and educ a tional stimulation in the other t wo years. 
No definite set of objectives is sta ted and labeled as sue~, 
but the c arefulness with which the progr <e.m is arranged shows 
tha t the committee ha s some definitely in mind. It might be an 
advantage if they were stated so tha t the new te a cher or a per-
son studying the program might see a t a_ glance what was being 
attempted. 
The fact that the homerooms have three and sometimes mo r•e 
full periods a week to devote to different phases of the guid-
ance pDogram should enable them to accomplish much that will be 
beneficial to the pupils. If the manuals are indicative of the 
work that is done in the city in t·he line of homeroom guidance, 
the children are truly fortunate. 
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E. The Waterloo Plan 
1. Description 
1 Th e homeroom guidance plans of Waterloo, Iowa were pr e-
pared by the Junior High Guidance Connnittee under the leader-
ship of C. C. Dunsmore. Comprehensive manuals were compiled 
for t h e u se of the homeroom teachers of each gr ade. The back-
bone of t h e plan is a character building progr am base d on the 
following seventeen desirable character traits: t hrift, s ports-
manship, courage, honesty, loyalty, industry, punctuality, 
courtesy , reverence, appreciation, health, cheerful ness, k ind-
ness, r elia bility, cooperation, obedience, and self-control. 
The needs of t he pupil s we r e studied and a lis t of the 
144 to nics for ea ch of the grades were arranged. About h alf 
of th em enphasize the seventeen selected character traits, in 
lo gical order. The others are devoted to acqua inting the pupil:: 
;v i th s chool matt ers tha t a r e necessary for the members of t he 
different classes to know. These topics ar e arranged so tha t 
some cha r 8cter trait is emphasized e ach week in two of the 
meetings, a nd s ome s chool life pDoblem in the other t wo. 
Th e program of the e i ghth gr ade will be briefly des cribed 
h ere. The progr am starts with t h e expression of the genera l 
aims of rohe e ighth grade which are as follows: 
---------------·------------1. "Eighth Grade Junior High Citizenship Plans for Home Room 
Advisers." Waterloo, Iowa. 
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1. 
2. 
To provide for proper sahool adjus tment for a ll pu pils. 
To encourage more active participa tion in school a ctiv 
ities both curricular and extra-curricular. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
To help e a ch child discover his inte rests and a bilitie . 
To impress upon e a ch s tudent the importance of c a r e ful [ 
pl anning for his vocational and educational future. 
To instill proper citizenship and chara cter attitudes 
in pupils and to provide for practicing them. 
2. Illustrative Mat erial 
To give an idea of the problems considered the first six 
of the thirty-six units are included~ 
Uniti 
1. The school and "safety first" 
2. Getting acqua.in ted in our homeroom 
3. Eligib ility requir ements and qualifications for home 
room officers 
4 . Nomina tion and election of officers (Two days if nec-
essary) 
Unit II 
5. Need for· leadership and fellowship 
6 . Our attitude toward school regul a tions 
7. Benefits and responsibilities of the homeroom 
8. "The best" homeroom in the school 
Unit III 
9. Wby I am going to bank this year 
10. How our pa rents practice thrift 
11 • vVhy we should know our faculty 
1 2 . Place of the student in school 
Unit IV 
(Thrift) 
(Thrift) 
13 . Playing fair (Sportsmanship) 
14. Good winners and good losers (Sportsmanship) 
15. The student's ten comma ndments 
_ 1 6 . Our community believes in good scholarship 
Unit V 
11. Courage among students 
18. Present day examples of courage 
19. Importance of mastery in work 
20. How I can attain mastery 
(Courage) 
( Cour~ge 
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Unit 
2l. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
VI 
Being f a ir to myself and others (Honesty) 
Hone sty and property (Hone sty) 
Importance of clea r a nd forceful self-expr ession 
Fa.mous men not e d for clea r and forceful expr ession 
To illus tflate the ma t eria l thB. t the manual furnishes on 
the diff e rent topics, the twenty-first le s son is included here: 
Honesty and Property (Honesty) 
II 
"An hone st man's the noble s t work of God. 
Following are ten commandments concerning hone sty in the 
u s e of property. Ask e a ch pupil t o ma.ke a copy o f them 
a d ay in advance, s t udy them c a refully, write ~own any 
suggestions for their imp roveme nt, a n d discus s them in 
the homeroom. 
1. Thou shalt not use the property of ~nother with-
out his permission. 
2. Thou shal t borrow the property of thy friend or 
neighbor only in case of necessity. 
3. Thou shalt not fail to re port los t or found ar-
ticles to the proper place or author ities. 
4. Thou sh alt not use a s thy own, pr operty wh ich yo 
h a ve found. J 
5. Thou shalt not a buse the prope rty of the school 1 
of others, which h a s been loaned to you for use. 
6 . Thou shalt not destroy the property of 8nothe r. 
7. Thou sha lt not pe rmit anothe r to t a ke property n t 
belonging to him in thy pre sence or t h y kn owle d g 
8. Thou sha lt no t borrow the property of anothe r an 
ke e p it an unreRs onnble length of time. 
9. Thou sh a lt not m:tsuse or was te thy own prope r ty . 
10. Thou sha lt not use t hy own property in such ' a 
way a s to inte rfere with the property or right 
of others. 
3. Connnents 
This program, more than any of the others tha t h a ve - been 
included in this chapter, stresses building of char~cter. The 
quota tions tha t h a ve been arr anged to follow e a ch topic are 
very inspiring. The questions that have been arra nged to fol-
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low these quotations are thought provoking. However, most of 
the problems appear to be organized in such a manner tha t they 
a r e a pt to become more of a te a ching than a pupil participat ing 
a ctivity. In the hands of a te Acher thoroughly imbued with the 
spirit of an ideal homeroom in which the activity is g iven over 
in l arge part, to the pupils under careful supervision, there 
are possibilities of much good guidance being derived from the 
progre.m . However, it h a s much in it that would encourage manlf-
teachers to allow it to become a daily sermon period. MoPe 
methods of procedure ought _to be suggested. Althou gh the gen-
era l a ims are rather ambitious, the fact that four full pe riods 
a we e k are devoted to homeroom guidance ought to make it pos-
sible to do much toward the accomplishment of thes e aims. 
The topics in the outline tha t have to do with the homeroo~ 
election furnish a connecting link between tha t room a nd the 
s tudent council of the school , for one of the members is elected 
as a represent a tive to that body. The fact tha t he is not the 
president of the room is r a ther unfortunate for it is better 
to have the council c ompose d of the rea l le a ders of the home-
room. 
In some of t he topics voca tional guidance is linked in e. 
very fine way with charact er training. It seems to be a v e ry 
estima ble thing to stress the chara cter tra its and their re-
l a tion to the world of work ra t her than to emphasize at this 
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period in the child's life the need for the choice of an occu-
pation. 
The committee mentioned in the preliminary statement tha t 
it felt tha t it had prepared more than enough material for the 
year, and that it hoped that the teach ers would choose from 
among it all tho se portions tha t were best adapted to their 
purposes. This gives the -different rooms some leeway, but it 
does not provide the opportunity for originality and initiative 
that it would if it stated that much of the material was only 
sugge s tive and that other problems of a similar nature might be 
substituted. 
Although the program has some f e.ults, it is a sincere at-
tempt to bring to the pupils in their homeroom period much that 
is often omitted from their school program. 
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CHAPTER VI 
Summary and Practical Application 
As a result of the study and investigation that has been 
made pf the homeroom activity period, the findings will be sum-
ma rized by way of a practical applic ation to the situa tion in . 
the Central Junior High School of Quincy, Massachusetts. This 
will take the form of a tentative outline in which it will be 
the p'lJ.rpose to inculcate some of the best of the theories and 
practices tha t have been gleaned from the study. 
In ma king this program the author is not a t tempting to 
reorganize the school completely, but rather to suggest a few 
changes th~t will help to make homeroom guidance a vital factor 
in the life of the school. Before such suggest i ons are made it 
will be well to describe briefly the school for which the pro -
gPam is planne d . 
A. Present School Situation 
Central Junior High School h a s an enrollment of approx-
ima tely nine hindred children, who are distributed in homerooms 
that contain around t hirty-five pupils each. The children of 
the seventh and eighth gra des are pla ced in homeroom groups in 
a ccordance with their mental ability, as shown by tests. They 
remain as a unit throughout the d ay except in such subjects as 
physical education, menual training, and domestic .arts . The 
child ren of these two grades have no chance for electives and 
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very little opportunity for exploration. 
The ninth grade children are arranged in their homerooms 
alphabetically, with no regard to ability grouping. There are 
usua lly in each room pupils from all four curricula and all thE 
ability groups into which each is divided. This method h as been 
chosen because the master feels tha t it obviates much of the 
feeling of superiority tha t is often known to exist in some of 
the accelerated ninth grade groups. It is felt that this ar-
rangement affords the pupils an acquaintance with a mo~e rep-
resentative group than it is possible to secure under other 
conditions. 
The school has recently adopted a system whereby the two 
civics tea chers of each grade act as counselors of the pupils 
that they have in their civics clas ses. This plan proposes to 
have the same counselor remain with the pupils for the three 
years that they are in the school. Under these conditions, 
the counselors will be in charge of whatever educational and 
vocationa l guidance is given in the school . As this guidance 
work is given them in addition to a heavy teaching schedule, 
they could profitably use the help of the homeroom teacher to 
carry out the full program. 
The school has a very efficient assembly eommittee that 
arranges interesting and instructive programs in observance 
of the special days. No excuse exists here for bringing these 
days into the homeroom progr~m . 
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A pupil-participating organization, lmovm as . the "Central 
Junior High School Civic Association" has been a part of the 
school for some time. This organization is popular with both 
the pupils and te a chers. It makes no futile attempt to govern 
the school, but it does furnish opportunities for the pupils 
to secure civic training. 
At present, the homeroom teachers are given no real op-
oprtunity to carry on any homeroom guidance. The only time 
many of them see their homeroom pupils is during the brief 
period of from five to ten minutes the.t is allowed each morn-
ing . This is too short a time for anything except the routine 
• 
duties that the office re quires of the homeroom. The master 
often h as said that some real constructive work should be done 
in the homeroom; but he has not seehhis way clear to provide 
an a dequate period or outline. 
B. Suggested Changes 
With these facts as a background, the following sugges-
tions for the organization of a homeroom guidance program are . 
offered: 
1. Heterogenous grouping by grades should be used to en-
sure a more democratic spirit throughout the school. 
2. The eighth grade course of study should be revised to 
provide for that grade a period of exploration under 
guidance in junior business, shop, practical arts, fire 
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II 
artsJ and l Hnguages. 
/I 
3 . The school should develop the Central Junior High 
,, 
Civic Associa tion so tha t it will be more of a connect~ 
ing link between the homerooms. 
4 . The class couns elors should be given adequate time for 
the performance of their duties. 
5. Either the class counselors or some committee on whicb 
they have representation should be delegated to the 
supervision of the homeroom period. 
6. The homeroom movement should not be started until a 
definite, if only tentative, program h a s been pl anned. 
7. The te achers should be prepa red for their duties by a 
systematic study of the problem. 
8. No program should be bor rowed. One should be construc t -
ed to meet ~h~ Centra l Junior High's s pecia l needs. 
9. Two regular forty-seven minutes periods should be de-
voted each week to the homeroom activities. One shouJ~ 
be for general discussions and clas s roomr programs. Tre 
othe r may often be devoted to personal conferences in 
which the class counselor may need to cooperate. 
10. All routine business ought to be transacted in the 
brief morning period that should be allowed each day. 
Sub-office duties should not be p ermitted to interferE, 
in any way, with the homeroom program. 
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11. The homero om period should not be a llowed to be come 
anothe r cl a ss or to degenera te into a frivolous 
amus ement period. 
The program which fo l lows t ak e s it .for gr sn ted thn t t he 
f oregoing suggestions will be adopted. It is b a sed on the 
theory that t h e h ome room is the log ica l place for sociHl, rec-
re Htional, a n d mora l guidance a n d tha t it has a pe.rt to pla.y 
in educ a tional guidance. It d ivide s this l ast type into three 
phase s to suit t he needs of the diffe rent ye G.r s. It l e a v e s 
wh a tever vocs.tiom1l gu i d anc e is needed to more specia lized 
counselors. 
c. Tent a t ive Outline for Home Room Guidance 
Outline of Guidanc e Activities 
Centra l Junior High School, Quincy, Massachus e t t s 
I. Obj ective s 
A . General Objectives 
1. To give the pupils valuable civic training , 
through p a rticipa.t ion in their homeroom orge.n-
ization. 
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2 . To le a d the pupils to a ppreciat e ~md develop such 
character tra its as honesty, loya lty, f a ir-p l ay 
punctuality, and industry. 
3 . To inculca te in them a desire for the profitablE 
use of leisure. 
4. To help them to re a li z e the va lue of courtesy a d 
2 plea s ing p e rsonality. 
B . Special Objective s 
1. Seventh Grade: 
new school life~ 
To a djust the pupils to their 
(Orient s tion) 
2. Eighth Gra de: To encourage the pupils to find 
their interests Pnd abilities by exploration. 
(Exploration) 
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3 . Ninth Grade: To help the pupils to make wise 
choices of curricula in the light of these choic9s. 
(Educational Stimulation) 
II. OUtline of Suggested Activities 
A. Seventh Grade Activities 
1. Educational Guidance (Orientation) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h~ 
i~ 
j • 
Getting acquainted with our homeroom 
How Central Junior High differs from our 
e lementary schools 
Central Junior High rules and regulations 
that I need to know · 
What I find most puzzling in my new school 
Why we have a homeroom 
Central's school song 
Why we have the ttcentral Junior High School 
Civic Association" 
Vih.a t · we know about our building 
What my report card means 
Reasons why my classmate's marks are better 
than mine , 
2. Recreational Guidance 
a . Our hobbies 
b ~ VJha t I consider fun 
c. Choose a club day 
d~ Have you ever rea d ••..• ? 
e. 1!Jhat I e njoy on the r adio and why I enjoy it 
f. I plan my summer pleasures 
3. Social Guidance 
a. Homeroom courtesies 
b~ The qualities that I desire in a friend 
c. A pleasant voice is a priceless treasure. 
d~ VJhat shall I wear to school? 
·e. My cafeteria manners 
f. The evils versus pleasures of gum chewing 
4. Chara cter Building 
a. Kindness--We prepare for our Thanksgiving 
basket. 
b. Generosity--Let's play Santa Claus. 
c. Do you believe this saying, "Losers, weepers 
finders, keepers 11 ? 
d. Vifhy I am punctual 
e. l.':Jhat do you think of the boy who says, 11 It's 
all right if I do not ge t c aught?" 
f. \'1Jhr:tt my school slogan, 11 Coopera tiontt means 
to me. 
g. A lazy pupil is his own worst enemy. 
h. Can a boy be more loya l than a girl to Cen-
tral Junior High? 
5. Civic Guidance 
a. Our school obligations 
b. vVhom shall we ehoose as officers? 
c. How can we coopera te with otir officers? 
d~ Homeroom elections and how to conduct them 
e. Parliamentary procedure 
B. Eighth Grade Activities 
i. Educational Guidance (Exploration) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i . 
j • 
V:Jha t study habits must I form or break to 
help me in my work? 
What I discovered about myself in "Junior 
Business" 
"Junior Business" says that the re are no job 
for the boy who just gets by. 
Travel information that I secured from 11 Juni , r 
Business n I 
How my shop knowledge makes me useful at hom 
Latin versus French 
The family tree of the English language 
Science's gift to my home 
Toward what end do the various ninth grade 
courses lead? 
How numbers are used in sports 
2. Recreational Guidance 
a. How I use my spare time 
b. My opinion of my last ye ar's club 
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c. What scouting means to me 
d. Hobbies that I h ave known 
e. Parties I could give 
f. How m:y club will help me h ave a h 8ppier 
summer 
3 . Social Guids:nce 
s_. Is there ever an occasion tha t permits 
discourtesy? 
b. A smile costs no more than a frown but it 
a ttracts more friends. 
c. Thoughtless acts that I have seen a.t Cen-
tre. l Junior 
d. My conduct on the cars and busses is Centr ,.1 
Junior's advertisement. 
e. My a ssembly manne rs reflect my homeroom 
training. 
f. BorTowing often wrecks a friendship. 
4. Ghar 11cter Building 
r 
o. 
a . How shall we show our thc.nkfulness? Thank s 
g iving basket prepa ration 
b ~ /l..m I a good sport a t games? 
c. Why we hesitate to trust a cheater 
d. Wh a t the wa ste basket knows abou t our 
thrift 
e. How could l ack of punctua lity ma ke you fai~ 
your course? 
f. Let me see you with your pets and I know 
what kind of a boy or girl you are. 
g. A good sport is not downed by difficulty . 
h. The spirit of Ch ristmas is generosity. 
What shall we do to h elp others? 
Civic Guidance 
a . Opportunities for service in CentrRl Jun ic 
High Civic As sociation 
b. The good points I r P. cognized in l a st year' 
officers 
c. How v1e c 2.n "sell" our school to the new-
corner 
d. Wh at I owe to my school 
e • Homeroom election 
f. Pa rlis.ment a ry procedure 
r 
f3 
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c. Ninth Grade Activities 
l. Educ a tion al Guidance 
a. 1\fter Junior Hie;h School, what? 
b. Does education pa y? 
c. How to study at home 
d. What our high s chool has to offe r 
e. vVhat I learne d from my visit to the high scho l 
f. Analyze your re a sons for disliking a sub ject. 
g . Does a pupil f a il or does a te a cher fail him? 
h. Senior high s chool is only one more step in 
the ladder of experience. 
i. ~fu at problems shall I expect to meet in senio 
high school? 
2. Re creat'ion al Guida nce 
a • 
b . 
c. 
d . 
How my h obby helped me h a ve a 
Song s the..t appeal to me 
Vmat the clubs of junior high 
Hobbies of interesting pe ople 
3 . Soci a l Guidance 
a . Courte sy in c lass me eting s 
b. Etiquette'. for our class party 
c. Introductions I nee d to mak e 
h a ppy summer 
h 8Ve meHnt t o m 
d. \'Vhy is 1 oud t a lking a sign of p oor breeding? 
e. Ta ble manners I h ave noticed 
f . A gloomy person is left to his gloom. 
g. Do you injure or help your friend when you 
a ssist him in che a ting ? 
h. 1/Vh a t shall we wea r to the s ch ool r e cept i on? 
4 . Character Build ing 
a. V~y do e s dishonesty breed dishonesty? 
b. 1JVhat opportunities do we h a ve e_t Centra l 
Junio r for tolerance? 
I 
c. A k ind word orten does more good than a co s tly 
gift. 
d. A reputation for relia bility is an asset in 
life. · 
e. Cooperation i s more effective than f ault find 
ing . 
f. Is hone s ty chiefly a matte r of training? 
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g. Is a "good excuser" a li a r? 
h. "A g ood name is better to be h ad than great 
riche s." 
i. Kindness to othe rs is a good virtue--prepa ration 
for Th anksgiving b asket 
5. Civic Guidance 
a. How we judge our c andidates 
b. How we c an help our officers 
c. Ninth grade responsibility for a good school 
d . Homeroom election 
e. Parliamenta ry procedure 
III. Methods of Procedure 
A . Ca se conferences 
B . Dra.matizations 
C. Informa l discussions 
D. Programs planned by pupils 
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